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Dr. M. David Rudd was officially inaugurated as the University of Memphis’ 12th president during a
full day of celebration on April 17. Members of various UofM student organizations, alumni, faculty,
staff and local and state dignitaries took part in the event held in Rose Theatre on campus. See
pages 46-47 for more on Dr. Rudd’s investiture ceremony. (Photo by Rhonda Cosentino)
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FROM THE PRESIDENT

EDITOR
Greg Russell (MS ’93)
grussll@memphis.edu

Dear alumni and friends
of the University:

ASSOCIATE EDITOR
Gabrielle Maxey (BA ’80)
gmaxey@memphis.edu

In this issue of The University of Memphis Magazine,
you’ll get a brief glimpse of the many ways the UofM
is “driven by doing” through the engagement and
support of faculty, staff, alums and community leaders,
all dedicated to the success of our students in and
out of the classroom. We asked some of our most successful alums to share
experiences that helped them while in college and also to provide advice on
how current students can capitalize on the academic, leadership and networking
opportunities available at the University. We have also included the profiles of a
researcher in artificial intelligence, a world-renowned film director and a Broadway
star who discuss their professional trajectories, critical career-decision points and
intrinsic need to give back to the University and the Memphis community in
concrete fashion.

DESIGN
Richie Weaver (BFA ’08)
Ben Hampton (BFA ’08)
PHOTOGRAPHY
Rhonda Cosentino
Lindsey Lissau
Joe Murphy
Bill Boyce
WRITERS
Sara Hoover
Anita Houk
Eric Smith

We have included several stories about our students, an impressive group
characterized by great resolve, remarkable generosity and considerable talent.
These stories offer a hint of the wealth of activity on campus, including the ways
that we are “doing” and serving the greater Memphis and Jackson communities
through the UofM Year of Service. I invite you to join us in this year-long
commitment of service to the communities in which we live. Let us know what
you are doing. Additional information about service opportunities can be found
at https://www.noblehour.com/memphis.

ILLUSTRATION
Julia Daush
PRESIDENT
M. David Rudd
INTERIM VICE PRESIDENT OF
EXTERNAL RELATIONS
Tammy Hedges

Go Tigers!

MISSION
The University of Memphis is a learner-centered metropolitan
research university providing high quality educational
experiences while pursuing new knowledge through research,
artistic expression, and interdisciplinary and engaged
scholarship.

M. David Rudd
President

The University of Memphis is one of 45 institutions in the
Tennessee Board of Regents system, the sixth largest system
of higher education in the nation. TBR is the governing board
for this system, which comprises six universities, 13 twoyear colleges and 27 Colleges of Applied Technology. The
TBR system enrolls more than 80 percent of all Tennessee
students attending public institutions of higher education.
The University of Memphis’ name, seal, logos and Tigers are
registered marks of the University of Memphis and use in any
manner is prohibited unless prior written approval is obtained
from the University of Memphis. The University of Memphis
Magazine (USPS-662-550) is published three times a year by
the Division of External Relations of the University of Memphis,
303 Administration Building, Memphis, TN 38152-3370.
Periodical Postage paid at Memphis, TN 38152.
POSTMASTER: Send address changes to Alumni &
Development Office, The University of Memphis,
120 Alumni Center, Memphis, TN 38152-3760.

Driven by
doing.
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University News

John Rountree and oldest son
Justin were classmates together
after father returned to school
with the help of a unique
program for adults.

Rountree says if it weren’t for the Finish
Line program, he wouldn’t have the same
relationship with his son, a criminal justice
major who is following in his father’s
footsteps as an Emerging Leader and student
government participant.
“It’s been good for me on a personal level
and on a professional business level,” Rountree
says. “I got to meet Justin in the library and he
showed me how to use all the things that were
different when I was in school.”
To participate in the program, students must
satisfy the minimum requirement of a 2.0 GPA,
a minimum of 90 credit hours and have sat out
at least one semester.
Tracy Robinson, director of innovative
academic initiatives, says one of the main
reasons students weren’t coming back to get

Finish Line program helps former
students find the checkered flag

their degree was a lack of financial aid.
“Many of them had gotten almost to the
point of graduation, but had exhausted all of
their financial aid,” Robinson says. “There was
a very high number of students who fit that

By Sara Hoover

“I just woke up one morning and said, ‘The

category. With just a little bit of additional help,

Tennessee has nearly one million adults

heck with this,’” he recalls. “’I’m making big

they might be able to literally cross the finish

with some college experience, but no

money. I’m married with a baby. I don’t need

line.”

degree. A University of Memphis program

to go back to school anymore.’ So I just never

is targeting them.

went back.”

The UofM’s Finish Line program focuses on

Rountree found out about the Finish Line

former students who were close to finishing

program last summer and returned in the fall

school, but did not complete their bachelor’s

of 2014. The operations manager for Safelite

degrees — usually because of exhausted

AutoGlass graduated in December with a

financial aid or the need to support a family.

bachelor’s in organizational leadership and

More than 100 students have graduated
since the program’s inception in Fall 2013,

journalism from the University College.
He says the program changed his life

The program has provided more than
$43,000 in scholarships, and 40 percent of
its graduates are supported through the Finish
Line Scholarship Fund.
While in the program, students receive
one-on-one advising.
“We walk along hand-in-hand with
the students to get them to the path of
graduation,” Robinson notes. “Whether it’s

including John Rountree (BALS ’14). He says

because it gave him confidence when advising

applying for re-admission to the University,

the Finish Line program changed his life

his oldest son, Justin, a sophomore at the

applying for scholarships or picking out

overnight.

UofM.

classes.”

Rountree came to the University in 1988 on

“What kind of dad I would be is not dictated

All majors are eligible. To date, the University

the Leadership Developmental Scholarship,

by the degree, but it adds a lot more strength

College and the College of Arts & Sciences

now called the Emerging Leaders Program.

and courage to my convictions to be able to

have had the most students graduate from the

While a student, he got married and his wife

say, ‘Look at the diploma on the wall. Isn’t that

program.

had a baby, so he found a full-time job his

something to be proud of?’ How hard was it

senior year. Although he had more credits than

going to be when he struggles as a sophomore

needed to graduate, he struggled to pass the

or a junior or senior and says, ‘Why do I need

required foreign language classes.

to finish?’ I can say, ‘This is why, son.’”

W W W. M E M P H I S . E D U
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University News
A worker installs the mesh floor
to a room that perhaps will be the
quietest place in the Mid-South.
(photo by Rhonda Cosentino)

“There are almost no environments like this
in the natural world,” says Dr. Maurice Mendel
of the School of Communication Sciences
and Disorders. “Its benefit is that it allows for

An anonymous donor who is a longtime

world-class research on hearing devices and

supporter of the University of Memphis has

hearing problems that could not be conducted

created the Dr. M. David Rudd Fund for the

anywhere but in this unique environment.”

Benefit of U.S. Military Veterans with an initial

The room amplifies anything, making a

gift of $100,000. The gift was made in honor

person aware of his or her own beating heart.
“All six surfaces, four walls, ceiling and floor
are covered by sound-absorbing acoustic
wedges,” Mendel says. “One enters the

of Rudd’s inauguration as the University’s 12th
president and his unwavering commitment to the
country’s veterans.
Gifts to the Dr. M. David Rudd Fund for the

chamber by walking on a wire mesh, which

Benefit of U.S. Military Veterans will be used to

is used because the mesh is acoustically

support research devoted to veterans’ studies,

transparent — sound passes through it without

scholarships for veterans, the University of

being reflected.”

Memphis Veterans Resource Center, or any other

The sound in the room of a normal sleeping
environment is 30 decibels; the sound in an
anechoic chamber is as low as -9 decibels,

program or initiative that benefits those who
served in the armed forces.
Throughout his career, Rudd has been

though the one in Memphis is still not

responsible in part for more than $18 million in

determined.

research grant funding, including more than $3

The chamber is just one of the many

The sound
of silence
prevalent at
new Community
Health Building

Rudd Fund to
benefit veterans

million for research to help military populations

features of the new four-story, 177,000-sq.-ft.

through the U.S. Army/Department of Defense

building that will house the nationally ranked

Military Operational Medicine Research Program.

School of Communication Sciences and

He has continued his affiliation with the National

Disorders and the Loewenberg School of

Center for Veterans Studies at the University of

Nursing. It will accommodate 1,100 nursing

Utah as co-founder and scientific director. He has

students, 70 faculty and staff and nearly 130

testified seven times before the U.S. Congress on

graduate clinicians, clinical and research faculty

issues related to veterans and suicide.

and staff in Communication Sciences.
“The new facility will help us to not turn

To contribute to the fund, visit www.memphis.
edu/veteransfund. Rudd will receive a list of

away hundreds of qualified applicants who

individuals and organizations that make a gift in

want to enter the nursing profession,” says

his honor, but not the amount of each gift.

Loewenberg Dean Lin Zhan. Loewenberg has
It will perhaps be the quietest place in
Memphis — so quiet a person can literally hear
a pin drop or the sound of someone batting
their eyelashes.
When the new Community Health Building
opens this fall on the Park Avenue Campus,
it will include an anechoic chamber among
other state-of-the-art research labs. A similar
chamber in Minneapolis has been listed as the
quietest place on Earth by The Guinness World
Records Book.

6
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doubled its enrollment over the past several
years and added a graduate nursing program,

Clarification
In the Spring 2015 issue of The University of

but has had to turn away hundreds of qualified

Memphis Magazine, we identified the University’s

students because of space limitations.

new Writing Center in the article “Long-awaited

The building will feature a primary care
education suite for advanced practice
nursing education, a 170-seat auditorium
and lecture hall, a new home for the Memphis

Writing Center Opens on Campus” as the first
such effort at the University. Readers Douglas
and Susan Clem Nunnery pointed out that the
Department of English offered an “English Lab” in
the 1980s that was staffed by founder Dr. Patricia

Speech and Hearing Center and research,

Conners, Ms. Nunnery and others from the

health assessment and skills labs. A center

English department that offered tutoring classes

that focuses on autism is also expected to

to students from every department. We regret

be included.

the oversight.
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University News
the Soulsville USA neighborhood has been

a focus on how cities can use storytelling to

internationally recognized and has generated

create stronger communities. It would allow

substantial local investment by ArtPlace and

writing students to get practical insight into the

the Kresge Foundation.

way cities work and allow planning students to

Courtney, an instructor in creative writing,

use their base knowledge in a creative way. I’m

earned her MFA from the U of M in 2011.

also pretty sure we could teach a dang good

Redbook magazine selected her debut novel,

course on cities in literature. If you take a look

The Roots of the Olive Tree, for its book club.

at the way Memphis has been portrayed in

Her second novel, Three Story House, was

novels like Summons to Memphis or Bluff City,

published by HarperCollins in 2014. Both

it can tell you a lot about the state of the city.

books have drawn praise from critics from
across the country.

UofM: How did you two meet?

UofM: Do you give each other advice?
If so, is it generally accepted?
Charlie: Yes, we only stick to the “generally

Charlie: We both went to college at

accepted” advice when giving each other

Washington and Lee University, which is a very

counsel. (Ha!)

small school in Lexington, Va. We first met in

Dr. Charlie Santo and Courtney
Miller Santo say they enjoy
teaching on the same college
campus and having their son
close by in Campus School, but
say they often know each other’s
news before the day is over, often
spoiling dinner-time chatter.

an 8 a.m. Ethics and the Environment class.

Courtney: Honestly, it is nice not to have

But even though there were only 10 people

someone tell me what they think of my work

in the class, Courtney didn’t even know I was

for a change. Charlie is a terrific champion of

there! She sat in the front and answered all

my stories and that is enough for me.

the questions, while I — not being a morning
person — sat in a corner beneath a baseball
cap. We met for real — and for good — two
years later by chance. I had gone with a friend

DYNAMIC
DUOS
Our series of profiles of married
couples who teach at the University
of Memphis continues with Dr. Charlie
Santo and Courtney Miller Santo.
Charlie is an associate professor and
director of the Graduate Program in City &
Regional Planning. He has been a recipient of
the College of Arts & Sciences’ Distinguished
Research Award for Engaged Scholarship. He
teaches courses that focus on urban economic
analysis, public finance and planning, and
planning research methods. His recent work
on art-based community development in

W W W. M E M P H I S . E D U
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of mine to visit his girlfriend’s apartment.
Courtney was her roommate. She didn’t
remember me.

UofM: Did you come to the UofM
together?

UofM: What are the pros and cons of
working at the same university?
Courtney: One of the advantages is proximity.
It is amazing to me that I can walk over to his
office and have lunch together, or we can stop
in at Campus School, where our son goes.
We also root for the same team and have the
same days off. The only downside to working
at the same place is that we often already

Charlie: I came to Memphis when I started

know each other’s news.

work at the U of M in 2005. Courtney was
hired in 2011.

UofM: You work in different areas,
but do your areas of teaching/research
ever intersect?

UofM: Outside of work, do you share
many of the same interests or do you
have varied pursuits?
Charlie: Our primary interests outside of
work are our 9-year-old son and 11-year-old

Courtney: Charlie’s recent research has

daughter. We love spending time together as

focused on the role of art and culture in

a family — going to sporting events, traveling

community development, but that can be

and riding on the Greenline. We also spend a

flipped too. Cities, as settings and as context,

lot of time with another UofM faculty couple,

also play an obvious role in all kinds of art.

Tom and Carrie Sutter, whose children are best

One of our dreams is to co-teach a course with

friends with ours.
FA L L 2 015
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The firm isn’t only training students, but UofM
professors as well. Faculty have been invited to

FTN Financial helps
Fogelman students
learn ins and outs
of bond market

FTN’s Portfolio Management School, held twice
a year in Memphis. Portfolio advisers throughout
the country attend to learn the newest ways
Students in the UofM’s state-ofthe-art Cook Analytics & Trading
Lab benefit from in-house and guest
lecturers from FTN Financial.
(Photo by Rhonda Cosentino)

By Sara Hoover

of how to manage fixed-income portfolios for
institutions.
Kisber, a member of the University’s Board
of Visitors, says FTN Financial is invested in the
community and the UofM. That’s one reason he
helped create a training program to get students

Students often look for a “real-world”
experience off campus, but the real
world has come to the University of
Memphis for students in the Fogelman
College of Business & Economics.

interested in and prepared for the bond industry.
FTN launched the Collegiate Career
Michael Kisber

Development Program this past spring to recruit
talented students to work part time at FTN
Financial with the hope of it leading to full-time
employment upon graduation.

Headquartered in Memphis, FTN Financial

Geared toward juniors and seniors, the

has worked in the bond market for more than

Kisber and several of his traders and high-

150 years, distributing bonds — also known as

level personnel have taught students how to

long, offered on a rolling basis and are

fixed-income products — to institutions around

analyze bond portfolios and use Bloomberg

expected to provide students with wide

the world. The firm is now educating and

skills to look at bonds.

exposure to the financial markets and

training UofM students for the industry.
FTN Financial President Michael Kisber (BBA

Dr. Pankaj Jain, UofM interim chair of
finance, insurance and real estate and the

paid positions are a minimum of 18 months

hands-on work opportunities.
“It gives the student real-life experience,”

’81) says Memphis has a long history as being

George Johnson Professor of Finance, says the

Kisber says. “It’s not a summer internship where

the biggest bond market outside of Wall Street.

FTN employees have been great mentors for

they just come in for a little while and leave.

With more bonds traded in the Bluff City than

students.

They get a real job. They get involved.”

any town in the country, Kisber says FTN

“The people from FTN Financial go very

FTN Financial has started similar programs in

Financial has a vested interest in finding sales

deep into what they do in their day job, how

and trading talent at the University.

they make the company money and how they

“We get exposed to them, and they get

help their clients,” he says. “They have a very

exposed to us,” he says. “We think it’s a great

in-depth understanding of the market.”

way to find talent and to help these students.”

“We need students who are well-prepared,”
he says. “We’re sending our traders and people
to interest students in fixed income because

Jain has already seen results as students

Chicago and New York City.

Dr. Kathy Tuberville, director of the Avron B.

if you’re going to work in Memphis in the

have won several regional competitions

Fogelman Professional Development Center

financial industry, odds are it will be in

of student-managed portfolios and have

and instructor in the management department,

fixed income.”

advanced to national and international rounds.

agrees that the program meets both employer

One of the ways the firm is working with

“This kind of learning is just not possible

students is by providing guest lecturers in

without FTN Financial, industry people

the College’s new Cook Analytics & Trading

engaged,” Jain says.

Lab, which mimics a Wall Street trading firm

UofM President M. David Rudd agrees. “FTN

and student needs.
“For students, it allows them to be able to
look at opportunities and have some additional
career inspiration,” she says.

and includes 12 Bloomberg terminals.

Financial’s partnership with the University is a

Michael W. Cook, founder and CEO of

model of how to partner for the benefit of our

Tennessee Bank, which is also involved with

SouthernSun Asset Management firm, and

students and community. FTN’s involvement

Fogelman College, most visibly through their

his wife, Jennifer, committed a $1 million

ensures our students are well-equipped for a

Professionalism First! Program. Since 2010, the

pledge toward the development and operation

rapidly changing business world and helps put

program has taught more than 100 students a

of the state-of-the-art finance trading lab in the

the UofM on the cutting edge of curriculum

semester professional development skills and

Fogelman College.

design, development and implementation.”

has resulted in summer internship placements.

8
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University
researchers and
students are
working with NASA
on ways to improve
the efficiency of
fuel containers to
be used in future
space missions.

Universal
research
A research team made up of two UofM
professors and students in the Departments
of Mechanical Engineering and Physics is

Space Applications.”
“Most people would not associate the

activities in engineering and physics are
focusing on handling very low-temperature

University with space-related research, so

(cryogenic) liquids such as liquid oxygen and

this type of recognition is important because

liquid hydrogen, in low gravity. Liquid hydrogen

it emphasizes that the University is actively

is an essential fuel, called a propellant, for

involved in research aimed at advancing space

rockets. The rockets that will transport humans

exploration and has high-quality students

from Earth to Mars will require enormous fuel

contributing to this effort,” says Marchetta,

tanks. This liquid fuel must be contained at

associate professor of mechanical engineering.

low temperatures for long periods of time in

The students working on the project are
having the opportunity to visit the NASA test
centers and work with NASA personnel.
Marchetta and Sabri, associate professor

the harsh environments found in space and on
other planets.
“The temperatures of objects in space
and on planets can be as cold as -250

paving the way for space exploration to Mars

of physics and materials science, say that

Fahrenheit or as hot as +250 Fahrenheit,” says

and beyond.

in space, fluids “behave in strange and

Marchetta. “In the Department of Mechanical

unfamiliar ways.”

Engineering, we are developing and testing

The next generation of manned space
missions will require new technologies to

Marchetta says, for instance, “When a

new technologies to manage and store these

manage fluids in low gravity. Three University

person fills up a cup with water on Earth, the

low-temperature fuels in low gravity so that

of Memphis mechanical engineering students,

water settles to the bottom of the cup because

humans will one day be able to travel to and

along with Drs. Jeffrey Marchetta and

of gravity. If that same cup of water is placed

establish colonies on the moon, Mars and

Firouzeh Sabri, are conducting research that

in low gravity, then the water might end up

beyond.”

will pave the way for space exploration to

anywhere in the cup.

faraway places.

“Fluids are important for life support,

The researchers are investigating the
potential of polymer-based liquid cryogenic

plumbing, rockets and many other systems,

containers that could be used for long-term

Pumroy and Douglas Williams, recently won

which are vital for humans who will live

space missions to distant destinations.

first place in the Team Division of the American

and work in space for long periods of time.

Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics

Engineers and scientists continue to try to

other scientists and engineers from the

(AIAA) Region II Student Conference for a

understand this behavior and think of new

Marshall Space Flight Center, Kennedy Space

paper they wrote on the research: “A

ways to manage fluids in space.”

Center and NASA Glenn Space Center to

The three students, William Parker, David

Feasibility Experiment of a Small Scale RTV655 Cryogenic Liquid Container for

University sets
record for annual
fundraising

With support from NASA and the Tennessee

The University team is collaborating with

test prototypes of models developed on the

Space Grant Consortium, current research

University’s campus.

swell of support from many more donors, 10,359

given us great opportunities to live up to our

in all, compared to 9,557 in the previous year.

fullest potential in academics and athletics. Every

The number of alumni who supported the UofM

single gift, no matter the size, made this historic

grew by more than 14 percent.

moment possible.”

Private fundraising significantly enhances the

Several factors contributed to the record level

The University of Memphis has surpassed its

University’s ability to serve students and support

of support, including a growing number of new

annual fundraising record of $31,879,003, set in

programs that bring distinction to the UofM. “It’s

and innovative programs designed to enhance

fiscal year 2013, by securing $37,674,471 in gifts

just undeniable — we have the most amazing

economic and workforce development for the

and commitments during the fiscal year that end-

donors in the world,” said President M. David

region.

ed June 30. The total includes gifts of cash, pledg-

Rudd. “There are countless important causes

es and planned gifts to the University of Memphis

hoping to receive support, and it’s rewarding

Rudd. “My wish is that we break records every

Foundation, and gifts-in-kind and private grants

to see the number of donors who chose to

year, because then we can provide even more

to the UofM and University of Memphis Research

invest in the University of Memphis. By directing

scholarships to motivated students and elite

Foundation. The new record represents a ground-

much-needed funds our way, supporters have

student-athletes.”

W W W. M E M P H I S . E D U
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Shadyac is the director of the hit comedies
Ace Ventura: Pet Detective, Liar Liar, Bruce
Almighty, The Nutty Professor and Patch
Adams. At first glance, the shaggy-haired, bikeriding, blue jean-wearing vegan might seem a
better fit in Hollywood. He hit the pause button
on his film career, jettisoned his California
mansion and moved to Boulder, Colo.
Now teaching in his fourth semester at the

By Gabrielle Maxey
Photos by Bill Boyce

UofM, Shadyac has deep ties to Memphis. His
brother, Richard Shadyac Jr., is CEO of ALSAC,
the fundraising arm of St. Jude Children’s
Research Hospital. Their father is the late
Richard Shadyac Sr., former ALSAC chief.
“It was a lifelong connection, so when my
brother took over as CEO of ALSAC, my family
home center changed,” Shadyac says. “It used

Physical Plant on campus. “You cannot leave
the room without giving this man a hug,”
declares Shadyac.
Class members often share powerful,

to be northern Virginia and then it became

emotional stories about relationships, anxiety,

Memphis. I’ve been coming here my whole life

work, homelessness and abuse.

because of St. Jude. I just wanted to see if there

“The students are rich in their experiences

was a way I could get involved. The way I’m

and in obstacles that they’ve overcome, and

spending my time now is mostly as a teacher.

when they share this with others, they give

My brother set up some meetings, and the

permission to others to face their obstacles with

University of Memphis responded with great

courage and conviction,” says Shadyac, who

enthusiasm and appreciation.”

recently was named filmmaker-in-residence in

While Shadyac has produced a string of
Hollywood hits, don’t expect Storytelling

Hollywood hitmaker turned
professor teaches
UofM students
lessons on life.

“We use
storytelling, movies,
narratives and
documentaries as
an access point to
start conversations
about the lives of
the students.”

the Department of Communication.
“It feels like home. He allows us to be

and Life to be a class on filmmaking. “We

ourselves,” says Julyanna Carvalho, who is

use storytelling, movies, narratives and

taking the class for the third time. “You are not

documentaries as an access point to start

afraid to be who you are. People share very

conversations about the lives of the students,”

personal stories, things they wouldn’t share with

says Shadyac. “We broaden the definition of

anyone else. They feel comfortable here.”

education. We don’t just train people for a job,
we consider the job life.”
Each week he flies in from Colorado for the
three-hour class in the Art & Communication

She liked the class so much that she
encouraged her fiancé, Zack Rogers, to enroll.
“I originally thought the class was going to be
about how to piece together a story in order to

Building. He screens a film, which leads to a
group discussion and often a kind of therapy

“There’s a lot of chatter — I’m not sure why,”

session. Tonight the class watches The

says Tom Shadyac, while zigzagging his way

Philosopher Kings, a documentary that explores

through an auditorium of 100-plus students as

the wisdom of custodial workers at prestigious

he finishes preparations for his Monday evening

universities.

class Storytelling and Life. There is a buzz

After watching the film, the discussion turns

among the students who are packed to the

to janitorial workers often being overlooked

walls and fueled by a table full of treats Shadyac

despite the important work they do. Shadyac

provides each week. Tonight it’s Kit Kats,

asks if anyone in the room has done custodial

Reese’s Pieces, M&Ms, Starburst, SweetTarts.

work, and a surprising number of hands go

“We’re excited,” comes the answer.

up. It turns out one student actually works in

10
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“The students are rich ◀
in their experiences and
in obstacles that they’ve
overcome, and when they
share this with others, they
give permission to others
to face their obstacles with
courage and conviction.”
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“They call it spoils for a reason.”
While he became drawn to teaching,

“We need to make this
city more attractive, make
it a place where people
want to come. Memphis is
a city in need.”

“I’ve given all my students bicycles in the
past because a bicycle changed my life,” he

Shadyac is also becoming pulled into Memphis

says. “It reminded me of the importance of the

itself, and to improving life in the community.

celebration of life and to be as serious about

(“I’m considering citizenship. I’m looking at

that as you are about a career. In fact, that can

coming here on a more regular basis and

be a career. I want them to experience that: the

establishing residency here,” is the way he puts

joy of giving and then also receiving a totem to

it.)

remind them to play. How many times do we
“We need to make this city more attractive,

make it a place where people want to come.

hear, ‘It’s time to get serious with your life?’”
An injury from a 2007 biking accident left

Memphis is a city in need. That’s a compliment.

Shadyac with post-concussion syndrome.

Affluency can be as much a curse as an

After recovering, he sold his Los Angeles

advantage, and Memphis is awake. It’s aware

mansion and moved to a trailer park in Malibu.

that it has challenges and that it needs to face

He donated to causes and foundations and

those challenges. Memphis doesn’t have the

founded a homeless shelter in Virginia.

luxury of brushing aside the issues of crime and
poverty. That gives it a chance to reinvent itself.
I’m not interested in symptoms. I’m interested
in the deep-rooted causes and the solutions
that are birthed from unearthing those
deep-rooted causes.”
write a script or direct a movie,
and since the director of Ace
Ventura was teaching, I decided
it might be cool to sit in on a class,”
Rogers says. “Tom told us that each one
of us is the hero of our own story and that
the darkness in our past has produced the light
that shines through us now. When society is
telling us, ‘If we want to be successful we need
to follow a specific path,’ Tom says that who we
are now is perfect, and as long as we are living
our truth and joy, we are a success.”

The message of involvement in the

There’s always a meal served after class

community rings true with the students. This

ends. There are no tests or grades. “If they

semester’s “final exam” was a visit to Caritas

grasp the principles of what we teach, that’s

Village, a community center in the

an A,” says Shadyac, who also teaches at the

Binghampton neighborhood, to share a

University of Colorado. “I don’t know who’s

lasagna dinner and hear about the

not going to get an A. We turn all that upside

programs it offers.

down.”’

At the end of the semester, he

His explains it this way: “It’s like family.

presents each student with a bicycle.

The most common comment I get is, ‘It feels

The students also give bikes to

like church,’ but I consider everything church.

children at an underprivileged school.

What’s not church?”

A passionate cyclist, Shadyac

He doesn’t take a salary for teaching, and

reasoned that many of the kids

hasn’t for years. “I took enough of a salary for

don’t have bikes and that bikes

a long time, so I’m still returning that,” he says.

are an important part of childhood.

12
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It is almost impossible to get a class
with UofM Professor Tom Shadyac —
and for good reason.

The accident sent him on a journey of
rediscovery. “It knocked me from my head to
my heart. When you face death, it can be quite
a clarifier. It clarified some priorities for me.”
It also led him to ask scientific and spiritual
leaders questions like, “What’s wrong with
the world and what can we do about it?” He
documented his transformation in the film,
I Am.
After the semester ends, Shadyac takes a
group of students to Telluride Mountainfilm,
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an international gathering of documentary

parenthood and so is serving the community.

Fine Arts. “He reveals himself and the stories

filmmakers in Colorado. “Being in nature helps

I’m not here to teach film. That’s why we make

of the students in the class with the prompting

to change them, helps to open them up and

movies in the first place. We make movies

of films discussed in class. He teaches more

see that there’s a bigger world out there and

to have a conversation about life. We make

than storytelling or filmmaking — he teaches

they’re a part of something much greater,” he

movies to inspire, to provoke and to challenge,

lessons on life in an open, giving classroom

says. “One of the coolest things is the students

so that’s what this class is about.”

environment that these students will remember

are as much or more of an encouragement to

Student Zack Rogers says, “Where society

forever. He does all this for what it means to

the filmmakers and world changers as the world

has disenfranchised us, Tom’s class has created

him and not for a paycheck. He gives all of

changers are to them. They’re so appreciative

a strong community of caring and unconditional

us a tremendous gift with each class meeting

of the experience of the films and the

love that follows his students outside the

and even extends his gifts to the Memphis

environment that that energy — that positive

classroom and into the world. His Socratic

community.”

outlook — is effusive. It spreads.”

teaching method allows us to heal each other

Many of the students return and become
mentors to new students in Storytelling and
Life. That class that started with 25 students

He also brings an interesting problem, says

and made me realize that we are all teachers as

Ranta. “His classes keeping getting bigger and

well as students.”

bigger. Thus, we have to find larger rooms to

So would he consider directing again? “Tom

accommodate the students wanting to take the

and grew to 53 has now exploded to fill the 95-

would be up for it if it were a story he wanted

class. It is, of course, a problem that were are

seat classroom. While some alums have gone

to tell,” says his assistant and longtime friend

pleased to solve.”

on to produce successful films, that’s not what

Harold Mintz.

the class is about. “It’s much more important

“Tom is a very talented and, indeed, rare

the story they tell with their life,” says Shadyac.

professor in his teaching approach to the

“This is not about making a film. It’s about

narrative in media,” says Dr. Richard Ranta,

making a life. A film is a part of a life, but so is

dean of the College of Communication and
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Designs

Dr. Art Graesser
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Scientists in the UofM's
Institute for Intelligent Systems
have developed software that
allows computers to converse
with humans in tutorial
settings -- just one of the
many multimillion-dollar projects
researchers from across campus
are advancing at the Institute.
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human student.
“In the new tradition of two virtual heads
are better than one, the animated agents guide
you,” Graesser says and gently smiles.
“And, if a student is really good, the student
can teach the agents.”

Knowledge revolution
People enjoy learning with computer
animation, says Graesser while taking a spin
through the IIS lab on the top floor of the
UofM’s FedEx Institute of Technology.
“We’re now in the era of the knowledge
revolution,” he says. “You have to create things,
build things and interact with people to solve
some sort of practical problem.”

Q: What do you get when you crosspollinate a University of Memphis psychology

He ticks off IIS projects and points out
misread.

developers hovering about. The cross-

“Very often teachers think

FIT endeavors involve 10

professor with a linguist, a philosopher with a

students are engaged, but

mathematician, an educator and a computer

they’re bored. That’s where

whiz?

AutoTutor helps; it’s a

With intelligent tutoring

learning system.”

systems rapidly

A: A cadre of digital Dr. Doolittles who can talk
to the animals of the human stripe.

departments; IIS is
the hub.

Computer-based

advancing, the fertile

AutoTutor is

integration of

Graesser’s baby,

disciplines at IIS is

It’s true.

and from it and IIS,

Pixelated pixies can direct and challenge and

an interdisciplinary

grants surpassing

help red-blooded learners comprehend esoteric

legacy has sprung.

$5 million annually.

subjects.

attracting support

“At IIS, we build

IIS is bringing in 20

“What’s nice about it is, there’s a social

systems, environments

grants; Graesser is Principal

aspect with students,” explains developer Dr.

that help people learn.

Investigator (PI) or co-PI on 12.

Arthur C. ‘Art’ Graesser, psychology professor

That’s practical, whether it’s in

“That,” he insists, “could

and a 1985 founder of the University’s

the military or business or education, from

happen only when you do interdisciplinary

interdisciplinary Institute for Intelligent Systems

K-12 through the university level,” Graesser

research.”

(IIS).

says. “We’re particularly successful in building

“You’re not just typing things into the
computer; you’re talking and interacting with

systems with animated conversational agents.”
Said agents can be customized for gender,

His AutoTutor project has brought in more
than $7 million in grants from the National
Science Foundation, Institute of Education

the animated agents,” which are becoming

ethnicity, age, language and style. They can

Sciences (IES) and Office of Naval Research,

integral assets to education.

gesture, alter tone and change facial expression.

Army Research Institute.

“Teachers,” he continues, “are not trained on
how to teach comprehension skills.”
Learning involves emotions — frustration,
confusion, boredom, intense engagement,
surprise and delight — and emotions can be

They will teach and repeat and won’t judge or
lose patience.
Expertise? From English pronouns to
conceptual physics.
Sociability? Sometimes, more than one

DeepTutor — a sequel, of sorts — uses
interactions and a student’s natural path to
mastery to promote deeper understanding
of complex scientific topics. Dr. Vasile Rus,
associate professor of computer science, is the

appears onscreen to discuss and encourage the
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Researchers in IIS come from a
wide background: undergraduates,
graduates, interns and professors.

PI for this $1.6 million IEA grant.
Dr. Stan Franklin, IIS co-founder and

Olney spearheaded GURU, a second-

Among other IIS-associated innovations are

computer science professor, has helped

generation animated tutor intended to keep

the Navy automate sailor assignments with

students focused and motivated to pass

Intelligent Distribution Agent via a $1.5 million

» address and attempt to translate the squeals,

the Tennessee Gateway Science Test. IES

Office of Naval Research grant.

squawks and chatter of babies (iVoc; PI-Dr.

contributed $1.8 million to this initiative.

K. Kimbrough Oller, $2M, National Institutes

Teams from IIS and the Army Research

“We work with schools and local medical

Laboratory (ARL) are collaborating on building a

service providers as we conduct our research,”

suite of technologies for optimal learning across

Olney explains, “so our research directly

a broad landscape of military subjects and

benefits the local community.”

challenges, led by psychology professor Xiangen
Hu and a $1.5 million ARL contribution.

learning systems to:

of Health);
» improve math education in rural, after-school
settings (J-MITSE; PI-Hu, $2.3M, IES);
» teach skills for writing better student essays

The Memphis Literacy Corps project, led

(Writing Pal; PI-McNamara, $2M, IES);

by instruction and curriculum professor Mark

» help students ask in-depth questions to

Need to know if you’re getting your point

Conley, for example, trained 500 college tutors

across? The computer tool Coh-Metrix can help,

achieve deeper comprehension (iDRIVE; PI-

to help public school students who have been

thanks to Dr. Danielle McNamara and her $1.5

Dr. Barry Gholson, $1M, IES).

flagged gain momentum through literacy and

million IES project. It dissects and analyzes

career inspiration.

Olney predicts that, during the next five

text according to narrative, difficulty, word

years, IIS will strengthen ties to local industry,

abstraction and cohesion.

support more startups and host more

“It’s the only system in the world where, for

undergraduate and graduate programs that tie

free, you can enter text and analyze it on many
levels, from kindergarten to college reading,”
says Graesser. “With more than 7,000 users,
Coh-Metrix has led to a lot of collaboration with
universities.”
Institute director Dr. Andrew Olney stresses
the direct social impact of IIS research. He
particularly notes the technology to improve
education and to assist people with language

into its research areas.

"It's the only
system in the world
where, for free, you can
enter text and analyze it
on many levels, from
kindergarten to
college reading."

Legs to stand on?
Back at FIT, Graesser elaborates on IIS
teamwork as he leads the way from the lab
into the long lobby-corridor. There, pods of
academics are engrossed in project possibilities.
As they confer, they strike all manner of

and cognitive impairments, such as autism

poses: Slouching. Sitting. Perching on a stool.

and dementia.

Standing, arms akimbo. Leaning, one foot on

16
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says Graesser, who has also won the Eminent
Faculty Award. “And from that, it evolved into a
multimillion-dollar institute.”
The practical side of the research
excites Graesser and colleagues, such as
mathematician and software developer Zhiqiang
Cai. They’re involved in the ongoing, five-year
Center for the Study of Adult Literacy (co-PIs
Graesser, Conley, Hu, Olney; $2.2M, IES).
The Center explores reasons for adult
reading difficulties, develops instruction
methods, collects and makes accessible ageappropriate learning materials, and conducts
pilot testing — currently in Atlanta and Toronto
— to see if and how new approaches work.
“Right now, 70 million people in the United
States can’t read at the level necessary to
a chair seat. Walking in circles. Their animated

at San Diego. In 1985, the University invited

murmurs swirl around the fenestrated cavern.

him to fill the Chair of Excellence for applied

“Look at that table,” Graesser directs, pointing
to one topped with a brown cardboard box

psychological research.
Graesser soon mind-melded with the likes of

raising a laptop to an ergonomically appropriate

colleagues Terry Horgan (philosophy) and Stan

height for a standing academic.

Franklin (mathematician, computer scientist

“You have a table surface and four legs, and

and cognitive scientist; Franklin holds the W.

you have to have them all. At IIS, those legs are

Harry Feinstone Interdisciplinary Research

psychology, computer science, education and

Professorship and is a winner of the Willard R.

linguistics – all holding up what needs to be

Sparks Eminent Faculty Award).

21st century education.

“IIS started with a cognitive science seminar

“Organizing a university around departments

talking about ideas about how the mind works,

is a 19th- and 20th-century idea. If you revolve

how intelligence comes to be. Very academic,”

get a decent job, and that’s costly to the
government,” says Graesser. “Every rise in
reading level helps people and saves money.”
Retail products, too, emerge from IIS efforts.
For example, Pearson Education is offering
an interactive game derived from a Graesser
project, OperationARIES! In the game, players
must learn and use scientific principles,
research methods and critical thinking skills to
save the world.
Not a bad idea.

a university around that, you’re a part of the
past. Period.
“It takes people working together,” he notes.

Do you read me?
Graesser — an editor, author, senior research
fellow at the University of Oxford and recipient
of the first UofM Presidential Award for Lifetime
Achievement in Research — has always been
something of an academic juggling act.
“As an undergrad, I had 10 majors, including
computer science and mathematics, before
I settled on psychology. All those fields are
needed in the work I do.”
He earned his PhD at University of California
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Dr. Andrew Olney demonstrates how
animated agents act as tutorial experts
for a wide range of students. (Photos by
Rhonda Cosentino)
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University of Memphis
student recently wrote a
heartfelt, detailed summary
on what she planned to do

From a near-zero graduation rate 15 years ago in men’s basketball
to one of the best overall student-athlete success rates in the nation,
Tiger players find ways to succeed both on and off the court.

after graduation:
“My dream is to play a part in designing

flattening any remaining remnants of that

major says. “I always had to do my homework

or creating artificial organs, especially

“dumb jock, free-ride-in-the-classroom”

before I went outside to play and that carried

the heart. I want to help others who have

stereotype that once was prevalent.

over to middle school, high school and now

terminal illnesses live longer than they are

Williams is one of the shining stars of a UofM

college. My parents told me to focus on earning

supposed to live. Biomedical engineering

student-athlete body that has become one of

my degree first because basketball is not always

helps me be creative with ideas on how to

the top-performing academic groups of student-

promised. An education goes further than

do this and help others live better lives.

athletes in the nation.

playing basketball, so I take my academic work

The world is a beautiful place and I want
everyone to experience it.”

Need another example? Try men’s basketball

seriously.”

player Avery Woodson and his 3.55 GPA and

Woodson’s statements may especially hit

recent Dean’s List appearance: “Growing up,

home with longtime college sports observers. In

point average in one of the toughest majors

my father and mother always preached to me

the 1970s and 1980s, only a handful of Tiger

on campus, Memphis women’s basketball

that academics came first, and then I went and

men’s basketball players received degrees, and

player Taylor Williams is almost single-handedly

played sports,” the junior sports management

in 2000, there was a zero graduation rate.

With such lofty aspirations and a 3.55 grade-

18
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golf, mixed rifle and women’s volleyball all

3.80 GPA as a marketing major, says it takes

earning 1,000. The multiyear score for men’s

meticulous planning to succeed.

basketball, 985, was 25 points higher than the
Division I average for the sport. “It’s a credit to
the dedication of our student-athletes and the
outstanding support system we have in place at

If your coaches see you are not getting it
done in the classroom, they are not going
to take a chance on you on the field.

the UofM,” says Tiger coach Josh Pastner.
Their work extends beyond the classroom,

Taylor Williams

from attendance at prestigious conferences to

“I usually set up a weekly planner and I have

in-depth research. Women’s soccer player Elysia

everything I plan to tackle for the week on that

Masters (3.91 GPA), a pre-med biomedical

planner, whether it is before practice or after

engineering major, is researching ways to

practice,” the junior says. “You have to live up to

lessen the risks of musculoskeletal infections

expectations that the coaching staff has of you.

in wounds or surgeries, even writing a paper

If your coaches see you are not getting it done

on her work for the highly respected journal

in the classroom, they are not going to take a

Clinical Orthopaedics and Related Research.

chance on you on the field.”

Teammate Emily Adamic, a biology major,

When athletic director Tom Bowen came

is researching whether endurance training

to Memphis three years ago, he told student-

Center for Athletic Academic Services (CAAS),

can reduce cardiac hypertrophy. Men’s team

athletes that if they didn’t perform well in the

much has changed in the past decade at the

starting goalie Cody Uzcategui with his 3.81

classroom, “You won’t wear our jersey.” He

school. Student-athletes posted a 3.07 GPA

GPA earned the American Athletic Conference’s

points to two main reasons for Memphis’ huge

average this past spring. CAAS provides tutoring,

Male Institutional Scholar-Athlete Award.

turnaround from 15 years ago.

But with the emergence of the acclaimed

mentoring, academic advising and study halls,

But student-athletes say it is not always easy

“First and foremost, I believe our coaches are

acting as an academic coach of sorts. With an

when trying to juggle practice, competition,

recruiting student-athletes who are committed

increased emphasis on the Center beginning in

travel, studying and any semblance of a social

to succeeding both on the field or court as well

2001, men’s basketball by 2005 had eight of

life.

only gotten stronger.
And Memphis has had a slam dunk when it

management,” says Woodson. “It’s a struggle
for me. Obviously, basketball takes up a lot of

comes to an NCAA academic measuring stick

my day, so I have to manage my study time

known as the Academic Progress Rate (APR)

around that. It’s all about putting forth your best

that monitors the academic progress of student-

effort because, if you don’t, you’ll fall behind

athletes and the teams they play on, and holds

both in the classroom and on the court.”

institutions accountable for poor academic

Beth Lee, who carries a 3.88 GPA as an

performance. The APR system includes

anthropology/earth science double-major on

penalties (such as postseason ineligibility) for

the rifle team, shoots down another myth,

teams that do not achieve certain academic

that athletes are given free rides. “None of

benchmarks. Data are collected annually, and

(the professors) have gone easy on me or

results are announced each spring. A perfect

lightened my load for being an athlete,” she

score for a team is 1,000; 930 and below is

says. “In fact, some of my past teachers seem

failing.

to have expected more from me because I am

All of Memphis’ teams earned scores of 950

an athlete. They know the dedication and hard

or better on the APR for the latest four-year

work it takes to be a successful athlete, and

data, which encompasses through the 2013-14

they want that same dedication shown in their

academic year. The average for 2013-14 itself

classes.”

was 984, with men’s cross country, women’s
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“The biggest challenge for me is time

Jake Elliott

11 players receiving degrees, a trend that has

Tiger placekicker Jake Elliott, who sports a
FA L L 2 015
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UofM alumni who have ascended to

The key is being able to say that you don’t know

the pinnacle of the business world

that answer but you are willing to find it. I learned

share invaluable advice drawn from
lessons learned in and out of the
classroom during their time at the
University of Memphis.
by Eric Smith
The University of Memphis is a proving ground for
business leaders, as numerous graduates have

that lesson from one of my advisers. I think the
same is in business. If you try to fake your way
through a meeting, you come off as disingenuous,
which can ultimately sink yourself and maybe your
organization as well.

“The key is being able to say that
you don’t know that answer but
you are willing to find it.”

shown by becoming CEOs of everything from local
and regional companies to national and global

Q: How important is networking in business

corporations. How did they reach the top? Several

and how did the UofM promote that when you

of our most successful CEOs discuss what got

were a student and now as an alum?

them to the top and offer advice on how today’s

A: In Washington, D.C., everyone will tell you that

students can harness the University’s offerings in

it is all about networking. Half of the job openings

academics, leadership and networking to begin

here are never posted anywhere; we just talk to

their own rise to the top.

each other about them and often interview people
that are recommended. The UofM alumni group
here in D.C. does a good job of reaching out to
new graduates who now live in D.C. and help
them feel connected to the city and the people
living here.
Q: How can current students maximize
their academic, leadership and networking
experience at the UofM?
A: It is always important to connect with anyone
in leadership and I would say connect with people
in areas that truly interest you. It’s easy to go to a

Calaneet Balas (MS ’00)

Ovarian Cancer National Alliance,
Washington, D.C.

lot of events and talk to people, but what is more
difficult is to make a real connection and follow
up. Insincerity is easy to discern and many people
in leadership try to avoid these situations. Those

Q: What UofM class was the most important

who are truly interested in what they are doing —

for building the foundation of your business

not just how to climb to the top or a corner office

career and why?

— will always find a path to success if they reach

A: My time at the UofM as a graduate student was

out to others in the same field.

very important. I think the one lesson that I have

Q: What is your favorite thing to do in

continued to carry forward is being able to admit

Memphis when you’re back?

when I don’t know the answer to a question.

A: The music! You really can’t beat it. I miss being

When defending your thesis, you are inevitably

able to walk outside and hear great music any

thrown a question you don’t know the answer to.

time of the week.
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Wei Chen (IMBA ’98)

Sunshine Enterprise, Memphis
Q: What UofM class was the most important
for building the foundation of your business
career and why?
A: Organizational Behavior taught by Dr.
Bob Taylor was most important for me as an
international student learning U.S. corporate
culture. Business is about understanding people
and people’s behavior. There is quite a big culture
difference between the Americans and the
Chinese. The difference is reflected in how the
people behave. It is still a learning experience for
me while managing American employees. The
class laid a strong foundation for me.
Q: In what ways did the UofM prepare you to
take on a leadership role?
A: I was working 20 to 30 hours per week while
attending the International MBA program from
1996 to 1998. One of the biggest attributes of
leadership is to lead by example. If you are not
willing to work hard, it is impossible to become a
leader. No one wants to follow a lazy person.
Q: How important is networking in business
and how did the UofM promote that when you
were a student and now as an alum?
A: Networking is extremely important in business.
Business is about people. If you don’t have a
networking skill to build your people connection, it
will be hard to build a business or a career.

“One of the biggest attributes
of leadership is to lead by
example. If you are not willing
to work hard, it is impossible
to become a leader.”
THE UNIVERSITY OF MEMPHIS

8/11/15 1:37 PM

I have been serving as a board member for the

to each class and do my best, but what made this

life, you will acquire life skills that will follow you

UofM Alumni Association for six years. While giving

class a foundation for the future was what he did

long after your days as a student.

back to the school, I have met many impressive

next. He gave me a list of grammar and sentence

Q: What is your favorite thing to do in

alumni, ranging from successful entrepreneurs to

structure books I could check out at the library and

Memphis when you’re back?

honorable judges.

review on my own time. Then he gave me the

A: I enjoy going downtown to see how

Q: How can students maximize their academic,

times and days of his office hours and encouraged

wonderfully the Beale Street area has been

leadership and networking experience at the

me to stop by if I needed help. Although I walked

transformed and modernized over the years. I

UofM?

away rather deflated, I understood if I worked

enjoy eating at two of my favorite restaurants

A: Be active and be present by joining many

hard and used the resources he provided, I had

(Corky’s and Rendezvous) when I am in town.

student organizations. You learn more from

a chance to be successful. I worked harder in

Wherever life takes me, I will always consider

interacting with other students in the activities

that class and dedicated more time because I

Memphis as home.

than from the professors in the classroom.

wanted to prove to myself and to my professor

Q: What was your favorite thing to do at

that I would not fail. I was one of only a handful

Memphis?

of students who received an A in the class. This

A: Getting free pizza while serving on various

taught me the importance of hard work, focus and

student organizations!

commitment. It also gave me confidence that I
could be successful at a large university. However,
none of this would have been possible without
the care and commitment of a willing professor.
Q: In what ways did the UofM prepare you to
take on a leadership role?
A: At UofM I learned how to manage my time,
juggle competing priorities and work with teams of
people. All of these activities exist in the life of a
businessperson.

Marvin Ellison (BBA ’89)
J.C. Penney & Co., Dallas

“At UofM I learned how to
manage my time, juggle
competing priorities and work
with teams of people.”

Q: What UofM class was the most important
for building the foundation of your business
career and why?
A: My first semester freshman English class was
the most important class during my college career.
I remember so vividly that our first assignment
during week one of class was to write a one-page
paper on a momentous event from our senior
year in high school. As a naive 18-year-old, I
rushed through the assignment and turned in
my paper. Rather than returning my paper with
a grade at the next class period, the English
professor asked me to remain after class. During
this one-on-one time, he returned my paper and it
appeared to have more red correction marks than
my actual type. He looked at me and explained
how difficult this freshman English class would be
for me. He encouraged me to work hard, come
W W W. M E M P H I S . E D U
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Carolyn Hardy (BBA ’74, EMBA ’87)
Chism Hardy Investments LLC and
Henderson Transloading Services LLC,
Memphis
Q: What UofM class was the most important
for building the foundation of your business
career and why?
A: My undergraduate degree is in accounting
with a master’s in management. I credit my

Q: How important is networking in business

cost accounting class as the most effective

and how did the UofM promote that when you

preparation for my career as a general manager

were a student and now as an alum?

and entrepreneur. In manufacturing, the team

A: Networking is important as a student because

must understand the impact of operational issues,

it allows you to meet other students who possess

efficiency, quality and waste on the unit cost. My

skills you can benchmark or learn from. As an

cost accounting class helped me educate others

alum, the UofM does a nice job of connecting

on how to monetize decisions and outcomes.

graduates through the many alumni organizations

Q: In what ways did the UofM prepare you to

that it offers.

take on a leadership role?

Q: How can students maximize their academic,

A: My MBA was through the UofM Executive MBA

leadership and networking experience at the

Program. This program focused on real-world

UofM?

business issues, concerns and opportunities.

A: The best way to do this is to get involved

The case studies and information provided by

and to stay involved. Get involved in student

major companies created team dynamics and

government and get involved in civic and Greek

intensity that parallels real life for executives or

organizations. Not only will you meet friends for

entrepreneurs.
FA L L 2 015
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Q: How important is networking in business

double-header with UofM and the Grizzlies

A: Strategic planning of their careers is important.

and how did the UofM promote that when you

playing, I call that a GREAT Saturday. “Go Memphis!”

I would suggest to students to focus on

were a student and now as an alum?

sustainability and water as in the next decade, we

A: In business, it is all about relationships. People

will not have enough trained experts to implement

want to work with individuals and organizations

all the programs linked to climate change.

that they trust. As graduate students and

Q: What is your favorite thing to do in

professionals working 60 hours a week, we

Memphis when you’re back?

learned to depend upon the team to balance

A: Hit Beale Street and hope to run into someone

the workload and ensure a successful outcome.

I know!

We recognized each team member’s strength
and resources available to them to get the job
done. As an alum, UofM’s various councils and
advisory groups create networking opportunities.
For example, my participation in meetings and
roundtable discussions with the Logistics and
Transportation Councils allowed me to meet
companies willing to discuss mutual business
interests and assist with business issues.

“In business, it is all about
relationships. People want
to work with individuals and
organizations that they trust.
As graduate students and
professionals working 60 hours

Ivano Iannelli (BA ’97)
Dubai Carbon Centre of Excellence,
Dubai, UAE
Q: What UofM class was the most important
for building the foundation of your business
career and why?
A: I took a class on media communication
strategies and techniques under the political
science portfolio that profoundly changed the way
I looked at communications. I stopped looking at
the message and started focusing on what was
not said and the context. It is now a skill I use in

a week, we learned to depend

my daily activities.

upon the team to balance the

Q: In what ways did the UofM prepare you to

workload and ensure a
successful outcome.”
Q: How can current students maximize
their academic, leadership and networking
experience at the UofM?
A: The current students can maximize their
academic experience by working with nonprofits
to provide services based upon their education.
This opportunity exposes the student to the board
of directors from many major companies, thereby
gaining networking opportunities and real-world
experiences that strengthen their resume.
Q: What is your favorite thing to do in

take on a leadership role?
A: As an international student on campus, it gave
me a number of odd job opportunities that put
me in touch with managing people and their
expectations. I found relevance in my experience
as a Resident Adviser of one of the dorms, where
most of my effort was trying to build consensus
and ensuring that even though rules had to
be observed, it wasn’t an uncomfortable and
regimental environment.

“As an international student on
campus, it gave me a number
of odd job opportunities that

Memphis?

put me in touch with managing

A: My blood runs BLUE for two reasons: UofM

people and their expectations.”

and Grizzlies basketball. I attend over 90 percent

Pat Lawler (BA ’77, MS ’81)
Youth Villages, Memphis
Q: What UofM class was the most important
for building the foundation of your business
career and why?
A: My focus was on psychology, sociology,
criminal justice — it was never on business at all.
I had several sociology courses that I enjoyed a
lot, and I had a criminal justice course where we
toured Parchman Farm down in Mississippi in
1974, which was really interesting. I wish more
professors would get out of the classroom to give
students experiences. We all learn different ways.
Listening to somebody profess their knowledge of
a particular subject is not always the best way to
teach a young person. I know that the experience
of going to Parchman was very meaningful. Those
are the classes I remember.
Q: In what ways did the UofM prepare you to
take on a leadership role?
A: I was heavily involved in my fraternity, Sigma
Phi Epsilon. I was given the opportunity to serve
as president one year, so I was heavily involved
in Greek life. I was a senator in the student

of the games each season. A good Saturday is a

Q: How can students maximize their academic,

government one year, and I also worked full time

great meal at one of Memphis’ fine restaurants

leadership and networking experience at the

all through undergraduate and graduate school,

and wearing blue to a game. If I have a

UofM?

so I think that there were so many different things
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going on at that time in my life that it forced me

that will help them work with young people.

vital skill in business. The UofM and the fraternity

to learn how to balance everything. You had to

Q: What is your favorite thing to do in

I was in allowed me to start building the networks

manage your schedule, homework and papers

Memphis?

of individuals that I still utilize to this day. You

plus a full-time job plus Greek activities. You learn

A: I’m a cyclist. I love getting on a bicycle and

never can have enough favors deposited in the

how to manage life. Even though we were just a

going for long rides outside the edge of the city. I

favor bank so my advice would be to try and help

fraternity – 18-, 19-, 20-year-old kids – we were in

live in the Bartlett-Lakeland area and I can get on

as many people as you can. You never can tell

positions of leadership. And we had real problems

my bike and go for a 40-mile ride and not hit a

when you might need some help at your current

that we had to help resolve. It was a way early

red light or get in a lot of traffic. It’s beautiful.

job or as you are networking between jobs.

on in life to develop problem-solving skills and

Q: How can students maximize their academic,

planning skills and how to work with other people

leadership and networking experience at the

– all of the things that are critical in positions of

UofM?

leadership in the business world.

A: I would advise students to start young. Don’t

Q: How important is networking in business,

wait until you start your first job. Join student

and how did the UofM promote that when you

government, get involved with clubs or join a

were a student and now as an alum?

sorority or fraternity. I think I was too focused

A: I got to meet people in the administration

on working two jobs while I was in college and

through my involvement in the fraternity. I had

that caused me to get behind on developing my

to work with other fraternities as well, so you

networks.

had to network. Those experiences taught me

Q: What is your favorite thing to do in

that networking is critical to being successful in

Memphis when you’re back?

any business or any career. In most businesses,

Ken May (BBA ’83)

A: Hands down, it’s eating at the Rendezvous.

if you’re in a position of leadership, having key

TopGolf, Dallas

There’s nothing like opening that door and getting

relationships in the community is very important.

“In most businesses, if you’re
in a position of leadership,

the first whiff of Memphis barbecue!
Q: What UofM class was the most important
for building the foundation of your business
career and why?

having key relationships in the

A: It was Business Finance, by far. I didn’t realize

community is very important.”

it at the time, but understanding how to read a
profit and loss statement and a balance sheet

Q: How can students maximize their academic,

are at the core of everything in business. As I

leadership and networking experience at the

rose through the ranks at FedEx and at other

UofM?

companies, I found that those skills became more

A: First of all, get involved in as many student

and more important.

activities as you can be involved in. The more

Q: In what ways did the UofM prepare you to

positions of leadership or responsibility in those

take on a leadership role?

organizations you take part in will give you

A: The University played an integral role in the

extremely valuable experiences you can use later

development of my leadership skills. When I

in your career. That’s the first thing to do. Also

first started school, I was very shy and didn’t like

important is to work while you’re in school, even

speaking in public. By the time I graduated, I

Q: What UofM class was the most important

if it’s just part time. When young people come

was well on my way to conquering that phobia.

for building the foundation of your business

to work here, while their education is important

Beyond that, a lot of my classes required team

career and why?

to us, their life experience is just as important as

projects. I found that I learned a lot about leading

A: I enrolled in Speech 101 my freshman year. I

their education – in many cases more important.

people by being put on teams focused on special

always dreamed of being a broadcast journalist,

We want to see people who have not just gone

projects.

but after my first speech, the professor’s graduate

to school and done well academically, we want

Q: How important is networking in business

assistant told me that I would never have a

to see people who have worked, been held

and how did the UofM promote that when you

career in public speaking because of my strong

accountable to themselves and have some real-

were a student and now as an alum?

Southern accent. I was crushed and I never forgot

life experiences they can bring to the organization

A: I have found that being able to network was a

it. It altered the degree I sought, but it didn’t alter

W W W. M E M P H I S . E D U
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Johnna Reeder (BA ’94)
REDI Cincinnati, Cincinnati
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my resolve to be successful. In addition to the

valuable skills and your contacts might one day

A: First and foremost, the excellent professors

privilege I have in leading a nationally recognized,

help you in employment. Lastly, remember that

who mentored and coached me. They were very

15-county, three-state economic development

“well done” is always better than “well said.”

interested in my career development. The classes

organization, I also serve as a keynote and

Future employers value hard work and follow-

that brought in actual leaders of the health care

motivational speaker. I now think of my accent as

through. You will maximize your exposure by

organizations to discuss real-time issues around

a positive differentiator. In the end, I would say it

doing a good job. On the other hand, I think it

marketing, finance and quality best prepared me

has worked out pretty well for me.

is important for alumni to remember to mentor

for my leadership role.

Q: In what ways did the UofM prepare you to

others as we climb. I hope we all are paying it

Q: How important is networking in business;

take on a leadership role?

forward by making time and creating opportunities

how did the UofM promote that when you

A: The University of Memphis gave me a platform

for young people to gain experience and

were a student and now as an alum?

to spread my wings, realize my potential and

exposure.

A: Networking can be one of the most mind-

embrace the first opportunity to lead a group

Q: What is your favorite thing to do in

expanding activities a student, young professional

organization. I didn’t know how big to dream

Memphis when you’re back?

and seasoned leader can participate in. It is so

until I came to the University. I gained contacts,

A: Get some great barbeque. For all the wonderful

easy to get in your own world and forget there

confidence, education and experience. I credit the

attributes in Greater Cincinnati, they haven’t quite

are folks out there who have solved similar issues

UofM for paving the way for my later professional

mastered Southern barbeque in the Midwest.

in other environments (industry instead of health

successes.

care). I find it so refreshing to interact with very

Q: How important is networking in business?

diverse groups and individuals. Now UofM has

How did the UofM promote that when you

great networking opportunities for students and

were a student and now as an alum?

alumni – seize these opportunities.

A: I’ve heard that finding a job is 50 percent

“I find it so refreshing to interact

what you know and 50 percent who you know.
I would say it is 85 percent who you know. You

with very diverse groups and

will prove what you know once you start the job,

individuals. Now UofM has

but someone must let you in the door to prove

great networking opportunities

yourself. Networking is paramount because people

for students and alumni – seize

do business with people they like and trust. Find
opportunities every week to interact with at least
one new person currently not in your network. You
will broaden your perspective and conversation

these opportunities.”

Anita Vaughn (BA ’77, MPA ’82)
Baptist Memorial Hospital for Women,
Memphis

will come easy on a variety of topics in any setting.

Q: How can current students maximize
their academic, leadership and networking
experience at the UofM?

That will make you a master networker. “Get to

Q: What UofM class was most the important

A: Every student should aggressively seek

genuinely know people before you need to know

for building the foundation of your business

internships with corporations either through the

them” is my motto.

career and why?

University or independently. When you land one

A: Now it was quite a long time ago, but it was the

of these opportunities – engage 110 percent. Be

class that we worked in as teams. We researched

first to volunteer for projects, sharpen your skills,

a new service for a hospital from ground zero

50 percent who you know.

and finally volunteer to lead a project. You will

to implementation of the service. It was a

be recognized. Take every opportunity to seek

I would say it is 85 percent

comprehensive project that was critiqued by the

educational events that different corporations

entire class and a panel of experts. The power of

offer.

teamwork and attention to detail made a powerful

Q: What is your favorite thing to do in

Q: How can current students maximize

impression on me. Teamwork lifts a project up;

Memphis?

their academic, leadership and networking

lifting one another up to reach excellence requires

A: Dining at all the wonderful restaurants our

experience at the UofM?

humility and a possible surrender of one’s own

city offers and enjoying the Greenline. I love

A: Find university, community or business

ideas and opinions to produce the best possible

visiting the new restaurants and of course, the old

organizations that match your talents and passion.

product or outcome.

favorites. Every student/leader must balance their

You need to gain experience and they need

Q: In what ways did the UofM prepare you to

work with leisure and family time to stay at the

volunteer labor. You will build your resume with

take on a leadership role?

top of their game.

“I’ve heard that finding a job is
50 percent what you know and

who you know.”
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CAMPUS NOTEBOOK
F I R ST O F A L L

THE LITERACY COACH
“I agree with Nelson Mandela,” says Dr. Helen
Perkins, associate professor of Reading and
Urban Literacy at the University of Memphis and
founder of the Memphis Literacy Academy. “He
says, ‘Education is the most powerful weapon to
change the world.’ Our children need the power of
education to assist them in escaping poverty.”
With that in mind, Perkins has worked to improve literacy
among children in the Memphis area for more than a
decade with detailed research that recently won her the
2015 Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Human Rights Award and
the Urban Impact Award.
What got Perkins so interested in literacy efforts? “When I was
invited to join the University of Memphis family, it was obvious
that the community had literacy issues,” she says. “I have always
been interested in working with the community and helping as
much as possible. There are many projects taking place in our
community to assist our children in their literacy acquisition
and enhancement; I’m committed to continue to be a part of
those endeavors.
“My goal is to assist teachers and parents in providing the best
education possible for our children so that they may become
productive community members. The research that I have
conducted has identified effective literacy strategies, methods
and materials to improve instruction while promoting and
motivating equity in literacy toward a positive change in schools
and the community.”
Perkins, who is president of the Association of Literacy Educators
and Researchers, wrote the critically acclaimed children’s book
Casey’s Lamb. Based on her daughter Casey’s experiences
raising and showing lambs at stock shows, the book has been a
huge hit with children across the country who have begun raising
farm animals of their own. She says she decided to publish
the work after only being able to find two books about AfricanAmerican children working with animals.
On winning the MLK award: “I am honored to receive such a
prestigious award. I have worked the majority of my career to
support the ideals of social justice because of my passion for our
children and their education.”
Photo by Rhonda Cosentino
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C A M P U S N OT E B O O K

#GAMEFACE

Tiger junior Marta Morga of Madrid, Spain, fights through a tough match against Juliana Cardoso
of South Florida last April, losing 6-2, 6-4, though bouncing back for a win with doubles partner
Liza Tymchenko to help Memphis take an overall 4-3 team victory over USF. Morga says a lot of
things cross her mind during a match, “but my main focus is to play the best I can for my team
each point, each match. Even when I am losing I will keep fighting for them until the last point.”
Memphis sent its first-ever doubles team (Anki Wind/Alyssa Hibberd) to the NCAA Doubles
National Championships in Coach Hayden Perez’s first season. (Photo by Joe Murphy)
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LOOK WHO’S TALKING

Craig Leake, associate professor of communication
and award-winning documentary director/producer

C A L E N DA R
Through Sept. 19

Leake recently won a regional Emmy for Inside Story,
a film about a storyteller who teaches female inmates
how to write about their lives before incarceration.
He has taken on such subjects as infant mortality,
teachers who work with patients at St. Jude Children’s
Research Hospital, racism and gun control.

Art Museum of the University of Memphis presents
works by Samuel H. Crone.
Visit memphis.edu/amum/ for museum hours.

With three decades as a filmmaker, what
brought you to the classroom?
I was increasingly in positions that required me to
coach younger, less-experienced filmmakers, and
when their productions turned out well, I found great
satisfaction in that. It led me to think that maybe I
could learn how to teach. And I was looking to travel
less. I saw a faculty opening and applied. It turned
out to be a good fit. There are documentaries to be
done in Memphis and an abundance of talented
students to work on them.
What do you hope your students will take
away from your classes?
I hope students will think creatively and communicate
what they’re thinking verbally and in writing. You’re
not on campus merely to punch the college card. You
should be using your professors and fellow students
to learn everything you can from them. Use the
classes, experiment with your projects. I urge them to
use me to help them refine their storytelling.

Sept. 20
Scheidt School of Music presents Death by Aria.
University of Memphis Opera in conjunction with
Opera Memphis’ “30 Days of Opera.”
Harris Concert Hall. 2 p.m. Free. Call 901.678.2541.

Oct. 2
Scheidt School of Music presents critically acclaimed
musician Cathal Breslin of Northern Ireland, praised as
“one of the most exciting pianists of his generation”
with concerts at Carnegie Hall and Wigmore Hall.
Harris Concert Hall. 7:30 p.m. Call 901.678.2541.

What draws you to nonfiction storytelling?
From the time I first picked up a home movie
camera, I was drawn to photograph real stuff that was
happening. I wasn’t as interested in writing for actors.
Cameras, microphones and editing have always
seemed to me amazing tools for taking an audience
into someone else’s world, letting people get to know
someone they otherwise would not have met, and
be exposed to ideas outside their own experience.

Oct. 17
The University of Memphis hosts regional rival Ole
Miss at Liberty Bowl Memorial Stadium. TBA. Call
901.678.2331 or visit www.gotigersgo.com for
ticket information. (Season tickets start as low as $89.)

Who are your favorite collaborators?
Tom Brokaw is a fine reporter and interviewer,
and I’m very proud of the documentaries we’ve
done together. Bill Moyers is a writer with a finely
honed conscience who taught me a lot. Two former
collaborators who left us early, Peter Jennings and
Charles Kuralt, were very talented reporters and great
company at dinner.

Nov. 5-7 and 12-14
Theatre and Dance presents The School for Scandal
by Richard Sheridan, directed by UofM professor
Jo Lenhart. UofM Mainstage Theatre. 7:30 p.m.

Of your many awards, is there one that is the
most meaningful?
The first Emmy was truly special. It was awarded for
the first documentary I produced after moving from
Memphis to New York, An NBC News White Paper:
The Billion Dollar Weapon. I was barely unpacked
when I got the assignment. Suddenly, I was
researching the military and filming for the first time
in the Pentagon and on an aircraft carrier somewhere
in the Pacific. I was nervous, but I was well prepared
by my mentors at Memphis State University. We
made the deadline, the show was broadcast, and the
Emmy a few weeks later added to the excitement.

Nov. 7
Homecoming Weekend: The Tigers host Navy
at Liberty Bowl Memorial Stadium with other
Homecoming events scheduled for campus.
TBA. Call 901.678.2331 for ticket information
and visit memphis.edu/alumni/events/ for all
homecoming activities.
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B O O KS H E L F
C A M P U S SC E N E

MUSIC TO THE EARS
Longtime UofM professor John
Chiego has been appointed as
the new director of the Rudi E.
Scheidt School of Music. Chiego is
a professor of double bass and has
been at the University since 1979.

SOAKING IT UP
A medical device that provides an
efficient way to manage complex wounds
has earned the University of Memphis
Research Foundation its 20th patent.
Biomedical engineering professors Warren
Haggard and Joel Bumgardner and alum
Scott Noel invented a biosponge that
simply and conveniently delivers agents
such as antibiotics to wounds.

BLUE GOES GREEN
The Princeton Review has named
the University as one of the most
environmentally responsible colleges
in the United States and Canada in its
annual The Princeton Review’s Guide to
353 Green Colleges.

HEALTHY
The Council on Education
for Public Health has
accredited the UofM’s
School of Public Health
for a five-year term. The
School offers master’s
programs in public health
and health administration
and PhD programs in
epidemiology, social and
behavioral sciences, and
health systems and policy.

HOOPIN’ IT UP!
More than 3,000 fans packed a sold-out Field
House in June to witness the Alumni Basketball
Classic, which featured appearances by Penny
Hardaway, Andre Turner, DJ Stephens, Joey
Dorsey and Robert Dozier.

THE NEXT
BIG THING!
A follow-up to our Spring 2015 cover story, “The
Next Big Thing”: Shortly after the issue’s release,
student Sankaet Pathak received $700,000 for
his startup company Synapse Pay (an easyto-use payment network) while Morgan Steffy
secured $135,000 for her startup Pickle (an
online app for photos). Both were first-generation
Entrepreneurship Fellows at the UofM’s Crews
Center for Entrepreneurship. They may well be the
“next big thing” coming out of Memphis!
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Queen of the
Fall: A Memoir
of Girls
and Goddesses
by Sonja Livingston
Livingston didn’t start out to write a book about the lives of
girls and women. “But we humans are always trying to make
meaning, and as an essayist, I trust that what we notice and
remember matters, like a bagful of arrows we collect and
carry with us,” she says. “My goal in writing is to investigate
that swirl of ideas and images, following where they lead.”
The UofM assistant professor of English explores the legacies
of those she has met in life and in the larger culture. She
weaves together personal memories with religious and
cultural icons such as Susan B. Anthony, the Virgin Mary
and Ally McBeal as a way to explore femininity, fertility, loss,
beauty and longing. The result is a richly drawn picture of
becoming a woman in the 1980s and ’90s. (University of
Nebraska Press)
Now a Major Motion Picture
by Stacey Wiedower (BA ’98, MS ’08)
When you’ve lost the love of your life, how do you move on?
Amelia Wright, at the pinnacle of her success, confronts her
pain by writing a novel about the man who broke her heart.
While it’s written under a pen name, Amelia worries that her
ex-fiancé will recognize himself in the book (which is headed
for the big screen) and, worse, realize she hasn’t moved on.
Will she move forward with her life or be pulled back into
the past? “The inspiration for my own characters and stories
comes from all over the place, but the key source is my own
imagination,” says Wiedower, a former reporter and editor.
“I draw from real-life experiences to add color and vibrancy
to my writing, but I’ve yet to write a story that springs directly
from real life.” (Gemma Halliday Publishing)
South of Everything: A Novel
by Audrey Taylor Gonzalez
Gonzalez’ novel, due out in September, is a fable about the
changing South set in 1940s Germantown, in a world of
religious and racial prejudice. The story is told through the
eyes of a young woman who finds she has more in common
with “the help” than her own family. Her parents’ servant, Old
Thomas, introduces her to the Lolololo tree and a world of
magic, healing and spiritual richness. “I had to write this book
to pay tribute to the wonderful, loving African-American people
who not only took care of me, but were the basis of my faith
and belief in God and the afterlife,” says Gonzalez, a UofM
alumna. “The message is always that we must love and trust
each other, and overcome the divide that man has tried to put
between people of all races.” (She Writes Press)
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Alum Laurie Snyder (right)
was treated like royalty in Leeds.

The Father of Cinematography?
Students “wowed” by Water on Wheels

The WOW Factor
Did you know that it takes 2,900 gallons of water to produce a pair of blue jeans?
Nearly 3,000 people have been soaking up lessons like that from WOW — and it’s not
quite a year old.
Water on Wheels (WOW) is a mobile learning experience that focuses on the
science of water, and was created by the UofM’s Center for Applied Earth Science and
Engineering Research (CAESER) as a community outreach vehicle. The unique teaching
tool allows schools to increase their students’ knowledge about the water cycle and its
impact on daily life. Instead of taking an off-site field trip, WOW is a 24-foot educational
trailer that brings the field trip to schools and events at a fraction of the cost and time.
Inside WOW are colorful, interactive educational displays that are designed to appeal
to students in grades 4 through 6, but it is available for older and younger students as
well.
Because the source of drinking water for the Mid-South is groundwater, one central
display in WOW spotlights the Memphis aquifer system, a vast underground reservoir
with some of the cleanest water on Earth. Other displays include the water cycle, water
distribution, water use, where water goes, and conserving and protecting water at
home.
“In fourth grade, the students are expected to recognize the components of the
water cycle and describe their importance to life on Earth,” says Logan Caldwell, a
teacher at Campus School. “The Water on Wheels experience seamlessly fits into our
unit of study. My students were able to learn so much in such a short amount of time
because of the hands-on experience and the incredible visuals that WOW possesses.”
“My favorite part was looking at the toxic water,” says one of Caldwell’s students. “I
really thought the last one was clean! And I never knew that denim had so much water
in it.”
Brianna Woods, who teaches at St. George’s Independent School, says, “A really
valuable part of WOW was the display where they get to see how much water is
wasted when we do certain things like flush a toilet, take a shower or leave the water
running. I had shown them a video about water conservation beforehand, but the
manipulative gave them something real to look at.”
“It’s great to see the kids light up and interact with the WOW,” says Scott
Schoefernacker, CAESER senior research scientist. “You can see that they are engaged
and soaking up information. It’s a perfect example of active learning.”
Adds Michelle Dry, CAESAR education and outreach director, “WOW allows students
to engage with the subject of water in a fun, interesting manner.”
In its first year, WOW has traveled to public and private schools across Shelby and
DeSoto counties. For more information, or to schedule WOW for a school or event, visit
memphis.edu/wateronwheels or call 901.678.4229.
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It’s a whodunit of epic proportions, one that brings into question who was
the true Father of Cinematography — and one that stretches to the University of
Memphis campus.
“My great, great grandfather, Louis Aime Augustine Le Prince, was an early
pioneer of the motion picture camera,” says UofM staff member Laurie Snyder (BA
’83, MA ’89).
So early, in fact, that documentary filmmaker David Wilkinson has spent years
trying to prove that Le Prince — and not Thomas Edison — indeed shot the world’s
first moving pictures while the Frenchman was living in Leeds, England, in the
late 19th century. According to Wilkinson, Le Prince filmed the moving picture
sequences Roundhay Garden Scene and Leeds Bridge Street Scene using his
single-lens camera and Eastman’s paper film in October 1888. These were several
years before the work of competing inventors such as Auguste and Louis Lumiere
and Edison, according to several film experts.
“The earliest film that we can definitively date is the Roundhay Garden Scene,”
says Snyder. “We are able to date it because Sarah Elizabeth Whitley appears in it.
She died only a few days after the filming.”
Snyder was flown to Leeds in June as a guest of honor for Wilkinson’s world
premiere of The First Film, a documentary that seeks to establish Le Prince as
the Father of Cinematography. While there, she donated family archives to the
British Film Institute at the National Media Museum in Bradford and to the Leeds
Philosophical and Literary Society.
“I was interviewed for the film because I am keeper of the remaining family
archives,” she says. “I have letters from Le Prince to his wife, Lizzie, as well as
affidavits from people who witnessed the creative process. These affidavits were
used during the Mutoscope lawsuit against Edison’s claim that he invented the
camera. I have photographs (mostly copies) of Le Prince and the family, and most
importantly, original sketches that show the process of what he was trying to create
along with notes.
“The most exciting thing is a contact sheet with two frames of the Roundhay
Garden Scene that are not publicly known and that are not on any website or
publication that I know of. On the back is a description of what transpired, written by
Le Prince’s son Adolphe who appears in the film.”
The early history of motion pictures was marked by heated disputes over patents
of cameras. And therein lies the “whodunit.”
“The story takes a dark turn when on Sept. 16, 1890, Le Prince boarded a train at
Dijon bound for Paris and was never seen again,” says Snyder.
Theories abound that rival filmmakers had a hand in his disappearance, or
possibly personal problems led to his vanishing.
“I have my own theory about what happened,” says Snyder. “No, I don’t think
Edison had anything to do with his disappearance. He and his brother were close.
Le Prince was about to collect an inheritance that would have amounted to about
$150,000 today so money wasn’t an issue. Was he murdered? Yes. But why?”
His mysterious disappearance in 1890 allowed Edison and the Lumiere brothers
to be hailed as the fathers of cinematography, but Wilkinson’s award-nominated
documentary seeks to prove otherwise.
FA L L 2 015
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Former Tiger Stephen Gostkowski became the New
England Patriots’ all-time points leader this past December.
Photo courtesy of the New England Patriots
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They have their ups; they have their downs. If you are a coach, do you
scold them after a miss or pat them encouragingly on the back, and
then pray on their next attempt? As Memphis football enters one of
its most anticipated seasons ever, we take a look at the wonderful
BY
world of placekickers (that is, until a miss).
GREG RUSSELL
he start of a new era in University

then some. “It would have been good from 60

of Memphis football on Oct. 17, 1964,

yards or more,” says Fletcher.

almost didn’t happen — saved only by
the headiness of a holder and an all-star

former Memphis broadcaster Jack Eaton’s call

quarterback who doubled as a kicker.

back in Memphis. “It was big news around town —

The Tigers were lining up for a 49-yard field
goal in a game against then-West Texas State on

“We were loose cannons then so I am sure we
celebrated into the night,” laughs Fletcher, who

holder Ollie Cordill — with a gusty 40-mile-per-

was a Sports Illustrated National Player of the

hour wind at his back — asked placekicker Billy

Week the following year as a quarterback.
So ushered in a new era of Tiger placekicking

moved the kicking tee back a yard. Cordill, fully

that has since included the first Lou Groza

aware the Tigers had never connected on a

Award recipient (Joe Allison); the all-time points

kick from 50 or more yards, was ready to

leader for the New England Patriots (Stephen

make history.

Gostkowski); a Groza Award semifinalist who

“I told him I didn’t think so,” recalls Fletcher, 51

was a perfect 16 for 16 on field goals in 1998

years later. “He moved it anyway,” he says with a

(Ryan White); and a host of other standouts (John

laugh.

Butler, Don Glosson and Matt Reagan, to name

The kick sailed the 50 yards through the
uprights and with the help of a mighty Texas wind,
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I can remember it like it was yesterday,” he says.

the high plains near Canyon, Texas, when Tiger

Fletcher if he thought he could still make it if he

W W W. M E M P H I S . E D U

Then-student Larry Gardner was listening to

just a few). And current kicker Jake Elliott — with a
school-record 56-yarder two years ago and the
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longest field goal in NCAA history in an overtime bowl game already under his belt — is on pace to break
Gostkowski’s all-time points record for the Tigers.
Fletcher will tell you much has changed since his days as a kicker. “I spent maybe five minutes at the
end of practice kicking. I’d tie a piece of shoestring around a cleat on my shoe and my ankle so my foot
was already in place to kick. All I had to do was swing my leg.” Kickers could use tees, then, too.
So how are past and present Tigers getting their kicks? We caught up with a couple of former Memphis
placekickers as well as current Tiger Jake Elliott to find out.

“I’d tie a piece of shoestring
around a cleat on my shoe and
my ankle so my foot was already
in place to kick. All I had to do
was swing my leg.”

Allison spent the hot Memphis summer

that became my work ethic after my sophomore

working out with legendary Tiger kicking coach

year. You never know when it is your day, so you

Murray Armstrong. “He was more like a drill

have to do what you can do and work hard.”

sergeant,” Allison remembers. “He made sure we
weren’t just going through the motions.”
The hard work paid off. “Things clicked that

Allison spent his senior season “pointing to the
heavens” each time he made a kick as a tribute to
the three.

junior season,” Allison says. The junior connected
on 23 of 25 field goals, 32 of 32 PATs and led the
nation with a 92 percent field-goal success rate.
His 23 field goals are still the most in one season
Joe Allison received the inaugural Lou Groza
Award from the man who bears its name.

for a Tiger. “My snapper, Chad Williams, and my
holder, Andy McWilliams, kept me on course.”
That season also allowed Allison to stay true
to a lofty aspiration. “I had a personal goal I

Lou who?

had written down when I first got to Memphis:
I wanted to meet Bob Hope and be on his
Christmas special,” he says of an honor reserved

Joe Allison’s family name is more associated
with racecars than anything else: his cousin,

for Associated Press First-Team All-Americans.
Appendicitis in late November kept him from

Davey, was one of NASCAR’s best until his

attending the ceremony, and it was during his

unfortunate death in 1993. And it was Davey,

hospital stay that he learned he had won the

Allison recalls, who put him on the path for

inaugural Groza Award, something so new, “I

winning the very first Lou Groza Award — given

had to be educated by Coach Armstrong on who

to the nation’s best placekicker — after the 1992

Groza was,” Allison says.

season.

The hospital stay and appendicitis forced Allison

“He fired me,” recalls Allison, now a high school

to attend the Groza Award ceremony in West Palm

The kick of a lifetime?
A day after Jake Elliott’s 54-yard field goal

coach in Georgia. “My summer job when I was

Beach, Fla., in a wheel chair and confined to his

playing was to work on Davey’s pit crew. But I had

sailed into the sunset in the first overtime period

hotel room. “I had lost 32 pounds in nine days

had a horrible sophomore year kicking. Because

of Memphis’ 55-48 double-overtime victory over

while in the hospital, but I got to go,” he says.

Brigham Young in the Miami Beach Bowl, Tiger

Tragedy struck several months later when

fan Donnie Marrs tweeted that Elliott’s field goal

of that, Davey wouldn’t let me go to work for
him that summer. He told me, ‘Obviously, there’s

Allison’s cousin, Davey, was killed in a helicopter

some things you need to work on in football.’ I

“just landed in Cuba.” A bit of an exaggeration,

accident at Talladega Speedway, something that

was embarrassed.”

but Elliott’s leg has already netted him the longest

left an indelible mark on Allison.

field goal in school history (56 yards). And the

Allison’s problems his sophomore season

“The thing with Davey is what gets hidden,”

dramatic 54-yard first-overtime kick that allowed

amounted to more than just a passing hiccup:

says Allison. “My other cousin, Clifford, died in

he made only 6 of 13 field goals, and to make

Memphis’ eventual heart-stopping win in the

a racecar accident 11 months to the day before

matters worse, he slid to No. 2 on the depth chart

bowl is not only the longest ever in an overtime

Davey died, and then my grandfather passed

in spring practice.

period of a FBS bowl game, it ties for fourth as the

away. Being on top became important to me, and

longest in FBS bowl history. He owns four of the
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five longest kicks in Memphis history, and his 192

“Having a strong leg is key, but being fluid is

Gostkowski was recruited to Memphis as a

career points have him on pace to break Stephen

probably the most significant part of it. I think of

baseball player, and later was a walk-on with the

Gostkowski’s school record of 369. In Gostkowski,

it as a pitcher in baseball. You don’t have to be a

Tiger football team. “If I had to choose just one

Elliott has one of his biggest fans.

big, strong guy, you just have to be explosive and

at the time, I would have chosen baseball, but

fluid with everything you do.”

obviously I am now proud I didn’t because it

“Jake is awesome,” says Gostkowski, who
practiced with Elliott two summers ago while on

As a sophomore, Elliott connected on 21 of 32

a visit to Memphis. “He has a good head on his

field goals and made all 57 PATs to be selected

shoulders and has that confidence that is almost

the American Athletic Conference’s Special Teams

borderline cockiness — but not too cocky — that

Player of the Year.

ended up working out for me fairly well,” he says
with a laugh.
On the NFL moving PATs back to the 15-yard
line this coming season (making them equivalent

you have to have as a kicker. You have to have

in distance to a 32-yard field goal): “It might take

confidence in what you do to go out there with

a second to get adjusted and there will be lots

the game on the line and either be the hero or
the goat. He just seems to have that characteristic
that not much fazes him, which is as important if
not more important than having a strong leg.”

Patriot games
Of all the great Memphis kickers in Tiger
history, it’d be easy to peg Gostkowski as the most
successful: He still holds the Memphis record for
most points in a career, and last season became

“For big kicks, I try not to think
of them any differently than a
kick in the middle of the game.
Those are moments kickers live
for and you can’t shy away from
that type of opportunity.”

the Patriots’ all-time points leader, passing Adam
Vinatieri during a 41-13 Week 15 rout of Miami.
“That was special,” Gostkowski says. “I am not
a big stat guy, but the media had been talking
about it for a couple of weeks, bringing it up to
me. It just happened to be right around my son’s
birthday, so a lot of my family was in town. It
happened on a field goal in the fourth quarter and

less room for error. I will just have to be on top of
my kicking game for every kick, especially kicking
up here in the cold and wind week in and week
out. For the league, I feel like extra points won’t be
99 percent, maybe like the low to mid-90s, but I
hope that’s not me.”
The Patriots put their franchise tag for 2015 on
Gostkowski last March, but he says in the crazy
world of kicking, he never rests too easy.
“You always have to go out there and prove
yourself the next game, no matter how good
you’ve been. People remember you for your last
kick. You can’t ever be satisfied with what you
have done.”

they gave me a little shout-out on the big screen
and I got a nice cheer from the crowd. It was a
testament to being consistent for a long period of
time, and being fortunate to being on very good
teams.”
So with the outcome on the line in a bowl
game Sports Illustrated named the most
entertaining of the season, was Elliott sweating
bullets?
“I just zoned everything out and visualized
the scenario,” Elliott says. “For big kicks, I try not
to think of them any differently than a kick in the
middle of the game. Those are moments kickers
live for and you can’t shy away from that type of
opportunity. I try not to change anything in the
heat of the moment.”
On having four of the five longest field goals
in Tiger history: “I approach longer field goals the
exact same as shorter ones. Nothing needs to
change in my mechanics. Other than some wind
adjustments from longer out, I approach every kick
like it is an extra point.
W W W. M E M P H I S . E D U
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Already one of the NFL’s most prolific kickers,
Gostkowski has found a way to get even better.
He has hit 73 of 78 field goals the past two years,
including an NFL-leading 35 of 37 field goals
in his ninth season last year, which was a 94.6
percent success rate, the highest of his career.
“It looks easy on TV, but there is a lot that goes
into it,” says the three-time Pro Bowl selection
who was the 118th pick in the 2006 NFL draft. “It
doesn’t take much to miss a kick, especially in a
big moment or a big game where any little thing
can go wrong. I try to feel like a pitching machine
out there. I push the button and do the same
thing every time. The worst thing you can do is
go into the middle of a game and start changing
something just because something doesn’t feel

“It doesn’t take much to miss a
kick, especially in a big moment
or a big game where any little
thing can go wrong.”

right.”
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A

Texas sun burned in the sky above
the show grounds. It beat down on

“You’re gonna embarrass yourself.”
The pony twisted her head around and tried

the parched land and on the sagging

to rub her itching eyes on Thomas’ shoulder. He

fences and it heated the rusted

pushed her away, tossed the reins over her head

gate panels until they were too hot to touch.

and swung himself into the saddle. “Drink your

Everything baked beneath it and nothing stirred

beer,” he said, and booted the pony into a canter.

save the drifts of silty dirt that wore down the

yanked its face around so its muzzle touched the
boy’s boot and it couldn’t move except in tight stiff
circles. Thomas cringed.
“Need a hand?” he asked. “We can walk a ways
off with you ‘til they call us.”
The boy screwed his face up, staring down at

The thud, thud, thud of the pony’s hooves

his pony as it huffed to a standstill beneath him.

rims of hoof prints and filled them in. But as the

worked on Thomas like it always did, calming his

“I’m fine,” he said. “He’s just bein’ a real piece of

shadows lengthened and the air cooled, the show

heart, his head, and he settled into her rhythm

work tonight. Still young.”

grounds came awake for the night, blossoming

for the short ride to the arena. He passed kids

like a cactus flower. The arena lights hummed to

sitting sideways on dozing old horses, using

years old, Thomas thought, probably seventy-five

life, wild kids in cowboy boots kicked up the dust,

them like furniture. Men leaned against their

pounds soaking wet. He would fight that pony all

and nervous horses danced at the lengths of their

trailers, lips bulging with tobacco. A woman in an

night, and they’d both go home exhausted and

leads. It was the first show of the season.

embroidered show shirt swept dust off a quarter

angry.

Thomas patted the pony’s neck and kneed her

horse. Plenty of the faces had changed, but

Jackson couldn’t be more than nine or ten

“Well, good luck in there,” Thomas said. He

in the gut, knocking the extra air out of her belly.

Thomas wasn’t surprised. It had been two years

turned his body to the right and the pony spun

“It’s about that time, little lady,” he said, yanking

since he’d been here, two years since his mother

on her hind end to face the gate. She pricked

the girth tight and knotting the leather. The pony

had gone missing.

her ears forward while they waited, and Thomas

hacked and coughed but not from the girth.

He joined the riders milling outside the arena

patted her neck. The announcer called their

There hadn’t been a drop of rain all summer, and

gate, the younger kids on their ponies, and his

numbers again, and Thomas trotted in behind

dust seethed from the ground in great clouds

father’s words returned to sting him. He sat up

Jackson and his pony. Track right, the judge called

that coated the horses and dulled their coats. It

straighter in the saddle. Once Thomas turned

from the center of the ring, jog trot. Thomas sat

burrowed into your lungs and lodged there until

thirteen he wouldn’t be able to ride pony eq

back and lifted his reins, and the pony fell into an

you hacked it out in a ball of gritty spit. Thomas

anymore, and he wanted his last ride, his easy

easy gait, her head bobbing a few inches above

had taken up smoking because it tasted better

win. He wanted that moment when he’d come

the ground. They churned the sand beneath them

than the dust. He was almost thirteen, and he

round the bend and he could believe—if just for

and Thomas imagined they were at the bottom

figured it wasn’t anybody’s say so but his own.

that moment—that his mother was back where

of an old sea-bed. He barely heard the judge’s

The first time his father saw him with a cigarette

she was supposed to be, at the rail waiting for

droning voice.

he’d shaken his head, turned away and sighed.

him. Besides, he thought, it was his own damn

That was all. And that suited Thomas just fine.

choice.

The announcer’s voice crackled over the

On his left-hand side a boy tried to keep his

He glanced at the crowd and wondered if Kayla
was out there, if she’d see him riding in this kiddy
class and stick around to give him a hard time

loudspeaker: Pony equitation, get ready at the

pony still, an appy with a roached mane and

about it. He’d seen her once more after his mom

gate. She called the numbers for the class, racing

a scabby chest. The boy’s name was Jackson.

was gone. In those first few weeks people brought

through them like an auctioneer.

Thomas used to play with his older sister, Kayla.

food, and Kayla had brought a sloppy cherry pie.

Yellow-haired with freckles across her nose

Sat on her pony on the packed dirt of his driveway

someone, his drawling baritone impossible to

and knobby knees like a colt. They’d ride their

and held the pie down to him and muttered

mistake. He stepped from behind the battered

ponies in the no man’s land between their farms,

kindnesses she’d probably rehearsed with her

trailer opposite theirs and made his way toward

pretending to be bounty hunters, or fugitives, or

mother. Thomas asked her to stay and ride, but

Thomas, a beer can sweating in his hand. He

just themselves fleeing from home for reasons

she didn’t seem to hear him. She had that scared

moved like he spoke, heavy and unhurried.

they left unsaid. Then that summer came. His

excited look in her eyes. Everyone’s saying—she

“Who were you talking to?” Thomas asked.

mother disappeared, and everyone else slipped

began, and stopped.

His father stood looking at the pony. “You really

out of his life with her.

Thomas heard his father call a goodbye to

gonna do this?” he said.

“He’s got allergies,” the boy, Jackson, said

Everyone’s sayin’ what, Kayla? He could handle
it from the rest of them, from the folks in

Thomas fussed with the bridle. “Do what?”

defensively, and Thomas realized he’d been

town—who cared what they thought? But not

“You know what. Go in there with all them little

staring at the sores on the pony’s chest.

from her. You wanna talk about family? he’d

kids.” He sipped his beer. “There’s plenty of other
classes y’all could place in.” He stared at Thomas.
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The little appy was crow hopping and snorting.
The boy tugged sharply at the pony’s head and

yelled. Let’s talk about your daddy then. The
words leaping from his throat before he could
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stop them, and then his father had come out on

but Thomas. He sat in the sand, in the welter of

ankle screamed, and he must have, too, because

the porch, the screen door cracking shut behind

dust, waving the judge away with his hat. “I’m fine,

his father grabbed him under his arms and hauled

him like a pistol, and Kayla had wheeled her pony

damn it,” he said. “I just need to catch my breath.”

him to his feet.

and galloped down the driveway. She’d yelled

His father came in and Thomas swatted his hand

something over her shoulder and Thomas thought

away, and his father stood back. His father and the

it was, I’m real sorry Thomas, and before his

judge tried to haul the pony up and lead her out,

He didn’t notice the quiet until he’d broken it.
Someone tossed a tarp over the pony. A few
people cried. Thomas saw Jackson peering at him
from behind the announcer’s stand, his face pale,
and then Kayla stepped from the shadows and

“Thomas watched sweat soak through the pony’s coat in black
streaks. Her eyes glazed, and her lashes fanned over the
curved, glassy surfaces—open, close, open, close, like alien
plants over dark water.”

tugged her brother’s arm. For a moment she and
Thomas locked eyes, and hers widened like she’d
been slapped. I’m real sorry Thomas, and she
was gone.
“I’m gonna be sick,” Thomas told his father, and
his father scooped him up as if he were a small
boy again, and Thomas managed not to vomit
until they left the arena.

father could take the pie from him he’d dropped it

but she went right back down hard, and Thomas

face-down on the dirt.

yelled for them to stop. The two men spoke

Thomas heard the judge’s voice call out
through the dust and clouds of his thoughts, and
he nudged the pony to the inside, pushing her
to a gallop. She snorted and raised her head.
Thomas worked his inside rein until she brought
her head back down. She flicked one ear back
toward him and he crooned nonsense to her,
Good girl, pretty girl.

***
In the office behind the announcers stand, his

quietly to each other, and Thomas’ father turned

father talked to a man behind a desk. They spoke

to go back to their trailer.

in low voices and passed sheets of paper back

“Hey,” Thomas said, and his father stopped,
turned back.
“Be quick,” Thomas said, and his father nodded
and went on.
Thomas watched sweat soak through the

and forth. Thomas sat in a chair in the corner. He
sipped water from a Styrofoam cup and watched
them. The man behind the desk wore a tan
uniform and a scruffy beard. He looked like the
officer who’d come to their house two summers

pony’s coat in black streaks. Her eyes glazed,

ago, and he gave Thomas the same pitying look.

and her lashes fanned over the curved, glassy

Thomas wondered if he’d have to answer any

skittered. It reared up and pawed the air. Thomas

surfaces—open, close, open, close, like alien plants

questions. When did ya’ll see her last? What was

reined his pony toward the center of the ring and

over dark water.

she wearin’? Would anyone have wanted to hurt

Ahead of him, Jackson’s pony balked and

tried to decide if he should pull up and help, but

His father came back, and the announcer asked

her? And Thomas’ father going off about some

then the appy came down on all fours and bolted

in a cracking voice that parents please remove

cousin up north and she was a restless woman

toward the gate. Thomas’ pony shied from the

their children from the area.

and give her time. The officer had taken Thomas

other pony, ducked sideways and gave a burst of

Thomas held the pony’s head in his lap. He

outside a minute and offered him a stick of Juicy

speed, and Thomas felt the world rock beneath

watched her pulse flutter in the soft skin under

Fruit. Did they fight, your folks? I mean really

him. His pony’s legs tangled, she went down on

her jaw. “It’s alright, Marzi,” he whispered, “hush

fight?—and he’d answered the cop dutifully but

one knee, and Thomas tumbled over her head.

now, it’s alright.” She twisted her neck, lifting her

incompletely, sickened by the questions. After

He felt something give in his ankle with a pop and

head off of his lap, and flailed her good front leg,

that, not a word more about it. Two years and

a crunch and a spreading heat. He heard his pony

then fell still with a huff and a groan. The sun was

not a phone call, not a postcard. All her clothes

scream.

dropping fast. Red light bled across the horizon

in boxes in the attic and people whispering when

and blushed the haze of dust over the grounds.

they went into town. Dollars to donuts he knows

When he sat up she was lying on her side, panting

Thomas gave the pony’s face one last pat and

exactly where she’s at. Mm-hm, there’s a whole

and wide-eyed. A shaft of bone peaking through

scooted to sit behind her. When they shot her

lotta dirt in this county. I’ll tell you what ...

the torn and purpled meat of her front leg. The

he didn’t shut his eyes. Her blood spread across

saddle had been knocked onto the upward side of

the sand like an oily lake through the desert.

and tried to clear it out without making noise. His

her ribs, and Thomas thought, Good, at least she’s

Her muscles slackened, and urine spilled toward

father looked up.

not lying with a bunch of junk pressed into her

Thomas in rivulets. The smell was harsh and

side. At least she’s lying on the soft sand.

familiar and mixed with the earthy tang of blood.

He gasped as his breath tore back into him.

They cleared the arena of all ponies and riders
38
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He pushed himself away from the puddle and his

Thomas tasted bile in the back of his throat,

“Thomas, head on back to the trailer. This is
gonna take us a little while.”
“What are they gonna do with her?” Thomas
THE UNIVERSITY OF MEMPHIS
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saw her eye again, round and dark and reflecting
the lights, flecks of dust sticking to the surface but

***
Thomas sat on the curved fender over the

shallow blue of them. “I know it,” he whispered.
His heartbeat pounded in his ears.

she didn’t blink, and she didn’t blink. His father

trailer tire, smoking a cigarette. Holding his hat and

scrawled his name across another sheet of paper.

staring at nothing—the glow of the arena. The drift

Searching Thomas’s face.

of dust through the light like seawater. His father

“Thomas ... ” he said.

“Can we take her home?” Thomas’ voice

His father scratched the back of his neck.

caught in his chest and he felt the blood rush to

strode into view, his boots raising more dust. No

But Thomas looked away. Across the lot, in

his face. Don’t say another word, he told himself.

sign of the tarp-covered pony. They would haul

the long shadows of the artificial light, Kayla was

her somewhere and burn her. Thomas had known

waving Jackson’s pony into a trailer, its hooves

all along that they would.

ringing hollowly on the aluminum. Kayla swung

“We’re figuring it out.” His father turned toward
him. “I’ll meet you at the trailer.” Thomas didn’t
move. Finally his father broke his gaze. He sighed.

“Thomas, I – “

the door shut behind it and clanged home the

Then he opened a sliding panel between the

“You killed her,” Thomas said. He twisted his

latch, and Thomas watched to see if she would

office and the announcer’s stand. “Ma’am,” he

hat in his hands and thumped his boot heel

look his way but she didn’t. Down in his boot his

called. “Could you help my son here back to our

against the trailer tire. He looked his father in

ankle pulsed and burned.

truck? Bum leg, can’t manage it by himself.”

the eye, hardening his guts against the cold and
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His father cleared his throat. “I did what had to
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be done, Thomas.”

painful grip.

Thomas shook his head. He tossed the

“I can walk,” Thomas said, but his father kept

buzzing through the radio. They watched the lights
of the show grounds dimming in the darkness

cigarette butt into the dirt and put his hat on,

his grip on his arm and like that they walked

behind them, coalescing, shrinking in the mirrors

firmed it down good. He would not cry. He tried

back to the truck and to the empty trailer.

until they were a single red star on the horizon,

to stand and his ankle gave out and his father
caught hold of his arm and pulled him up in a

They bumped down the pitted road toward

and then gone.

home without a word between them, static

About the author
Devan Del Conte is a student in the UofM’s MFA program in creative writing. The native Memphian started writing stories as soon as she
could hold a pencil. “I come from a family of book lovers, and storytelling has always been central in my life. I think my first ‘book’ was
bound in construction paper and was about a dragon,” she says. “My inspiration for ‘Dust’ came in part from a childhood spent around
horses, and animals in general, and in part from a ‘poem a day’ commitment I had with a friend for a summer. We emailed each other
a poem every evening. Thomas popped up in one of mine, and I realized there was more to his story.” Del Conte expects to graduate in
December 2017.
About the illustrator
Ethan Fowler is a senior art major at the University of Memphis, with a concentration in graphic design. He is from Sanford, Fla., where he
began his career in illustration by copying drawings of his favorite comic book characters as a kid. “To me, the title ‘Dust’ evokes a strong
texture,” he says. “It’s very tactile. I aimed to combine the imagery that is conveyed in the story with that texture to create a style.” Fowler
recently started his own clothing and product brand company. “I want to get it off the ground while I’m still in school and then go full time
into it after I graduate, and I will be moving back to Florida,” he says.
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CONNECTIONS
CASSIE BECK (BFA ’99)

SOUTHERN
STAR
By Anita Houk

As a UofM student,
Broadway star Cassie
Beck served as president
of the Fred Mertz
Association.
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STEP BY STEP, SLOWLY SHE TURNS,
approaching stage right, bubbling with
memories of co-ed dramas and actual
productions, of when Broadway was a
dream, the wish a heart makes.
After years away, actor Cassie Beck,
an expert with earthy characters, has
arrived. Direct from New York, she’s at
home, at UofM Theatre, beaming with
sentiment and Southern sun.
“It started here! I love Memphis —
the city, the vibe of it – and I am so
proud to be part of this University,”
she says with the disarming directness
that grounds her mega-charm.
Step by step, slowly she turns, “Of
course, we actors have to be adrenalin
junkies on some level. The highs are
so high and the lows are really low,
but it is an incredibly exciting life …
so mercurial. I practice being in the
moment, because that’s the safest
place to be.”
Safe hardly describes Beck, fresh
from a run of The Insurgents at The
Bank Street Theatre in Manhattan
portraying shotgun-toting Sally Wright.
A New York Times reviewer notes an
imbalanced Sally “played by Cassie
Beck with alarmed eyes that belie her
corn-fed friendliness.”
FA L L 2 015
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The youngest of six kids with a military dad, Beck actually grew up in
California and Corinth, Miss., where a high school teacher was her
theatrical guide. They’re still in touch.
“One of the things that makes her a good actress,” believes longtime
friend Kell Christie Gary (MFA ’99), herself a Memphis director and
actor, “is that, because Cassie comes from a big family, she absolutely
understands the sort of bonds that keep you relating to each other. She’s
intelligent. She is dedicated to her craft and is growing continually.”
Director Lear deBessonet (The Public Theater, New York) calls Beck
“an actor of extraordinary depth and versatility. She is fearless and
generous, the kind of actor that other artists want to work with.
“Cassie also has managed to navigate this profession with great
integrity, both in her choice of projects and in the humble kindness she
shows to everyone in the room. Cassie is one of our cherished actors in
New York, and her authenticity and spark have earned the respect of the
whole industry.”
On Broadway, Beck has played Annie in The Norman Conquests at
Circle in the Square and, at Roundabout Theatre, Christine in a reprise of
Picnic. She has appeared in dozens of off-Broadway and new plays.
“I was not plucked out of the crowd and, ta-da! Here I am,” Beck says.
“There’s a lot of work, a lot of rejection.”
“She’s so funny,” says writer Adam Bock, from New York, “but humor
comes from telling the truth … behaving in a certain way … Cassie
always tells the truth. And it’s a really hard thing to do on stage, in front
of people.”
The writer lured Beck from San Francisco to star as Marnie in his play
The Drunken City, for which she won a coveted Theatre World Award in
2008 – a stunning New York debut.
“We did the play in a little theatre (Playwrights Horizons) upstairs and
they noticed her,” explains Bock. “Hundreds of plays … thousands of
actors … 12 awards, six women and six men … and she won.” Among
such have been Meryl Streep, Christine Lahti, Helen Mirren, Jennifer
Holliday and Joan Allen. “That,” stresses Bock, “is how special Cassie is.”
Only once before The Drunken City invitation — on her college
graduation trip with her mother — had Beck even been to New York.
“It’s the only place, except maybe Chicago, where you can be a full-time
actor and have a career. But I do get overwhelmed by the energy that is
New York.”
As Beck pokes around the theatre building, she reflects upon her
journey from the Fred Mertz Association (she’s a past president) to
New York associations.
“Cassie has always been determined and hard-working,” allows friendsince-college Ashley Bugg Brown (BFA ’98), a Memphis theatre director
and a theatre teacher at Lausanne Collegiate School. “Her drive is
admirable. She is kind and considerate, works hard, always has a smile.”
“The business is tough,” Beck admits. “I can laugh at a lot of it, but
there is a lot of heartache, a lot of sleepless nights and tears, the feeling
of not being good enough, not adequate. Especially in New York, the
pressure is so high.”
As a teenager, Beck imagined she’d be a dancer until she dipped her
toe into high school acting, fell in love with UofM’s theatre and dance
program and jumped on a BFA scholarship.
“I’ve always had the desire to perform, but I characterize myself as a
late bloomer,” she says.
“When I got to New York, I was 30 and I was ready. I’ve worked almost
continuously on new plays.”
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Morgan Turpen has
worked her way up
through the racing
classes, hoping to
make it all the way
to NASCAR.

MORGAN TURPEN (BSED ’15)

RACING HER DREAM

MORGAN TURPEN GOT HER BIG BREAK in sprint car racing, literally, due
to a break. Veteran driver Terry Gray put Turpen in his car after breaking
his foot at a track in Georgia. “The next weekend he let me race his car to
see how I would do,” she says. “I still race for him.”
Turpen is coming off a breakout year in which she was crowned the
2014 Road to Atlanta Points Champion. She also earned runner-up
positions in all three remaining USCS (United Sprint Car Series) point
chases, while amassing multiple wins with numerous sanctioning bodies.
In 2011, the Cordova resident won two USCS races. She made history
with fellow driver Erin Crocker by being the first women to finish 1-2 in a
sprint car race. In 2012 she was ranked the top female sprint driver in the
U.S.
Turpen began racing dirt go-karts at age 10 and worked her way into
her current class, 360 winged cars.
While a student, she worked and raced most weekends. Add to that
the time that Turpen spends working on racecars. “It takes at least three
eight- to 10-hour days to get ready to race each weekend. I do all the
maintenance on my car and prepare it for each race. It takes way more
work than people realize.”
And there’s always the danger. Early in her career, she had a violent
wreck and burst the main carotid artery in her neck, requiring a stent. “I
don’t worry much about the dangers of racing,” she says. “My family is
always nervous about my racing, but they are all for me doing something
that I love.”
Turpen isn’t fazed by being a woman in a male-dominated sport. “Most
male drivers now just view me as another racer because I have proven
myself time and time again,” she says.
“I think that for most people they just do it as a weekend gig. For me,
my life is consumed by it. I hope to make it to NASCAR, and if not as a
driver, I would love to have a career with one of the teams.”
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DR. JOHN PILLEY (PHD ’69)

“It’s cracked the code
for teaching dogs,” says
Deb Pilley of the book
her father, Dr. John
Pilley, wrote about his
work with Chaser.

TOP DOG

A DOG IS WORTH A THOUSAND WORDS, TO PARAPHRASE. At least
that’s true for Chaser, a precocious, tail-wagging border collie famous for
her remarkable vocabulary.
Dogs comprehend a lot of what owners tell them, according to
Chaser’s owner, Dr. John Pilley.
The first psychology PhD recipient at the University of Memphis, Pilley
has worked with Chaser up to five hours a day for the past nine years
practicing vocabulary and basic sentence commands.
Chaser, who was featured on a recent segment of CBS’s 60 Minutes,
understands the names of more than 1,000 toys. Her vocabulary is the
largest of any known dog. She knows that nouns and verbs have different
meanings, and she can arrange related items into categories.
“How can a dog learn 1,000 words?” asks Pilley, a retired psychology
professor at Wofford College in Spartanburg, S.C. “Just like children do.
She learned that objects have names. For example, when I showed her
an object and said, ‘Chaser, this is Santa Claus,’ those words alone were
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sufficient for her to become aware that the word that I used referred to
that particular object.”
Says the 86-year-old Pilley, “My best metaphor is this is a 2-year-old
toddler.” And indeed, the average 2-year-old knows about 300 words.
By the time Chaser was 5 months old, she had already learned the
names of 40 objects. Then she began learning faster and faster.
A few years ago, Pilley and his research partner, Alliston Reid, had their
findings published in a leading scientific journal. A star was born. Chaser
began making television appearances, and her story showed up in
newspapers and magazines all over the world, and in a book.
Is Chaser the smartest dog in the world? Maybe, but to Pilley, she’s
something more. 60 Minutes’ Anderson Cooper asked if Pilley saw
Chaser as a family pet or a friend. Pilley’s reply? “She’s our child, a
member of the family.”
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Under the theme “Blue Note Worthy,” the Alumni
Association presented its Distinguished Alumni Awards at a
gala April 11 in the University Center Ballroom.
Pictured at the event (top row, from top left): Outstanding
Young Alumnus Andrew Bailey and his wife Melody; UofM
President M. David Rudd; Hilliard Crews, Distinguished
Alumni Award for Legacy of Visionary Leadership; and Diane
Vescovo, right, the Millard Smith Illustrious Service to the
Association Award, with Judge Bernice Donald.
Second row, from left: Memphis Mayor A C Wharton and
his wife Ruby; Wink Martindale, Distinguished Alumni Award
for Lifetime Achievement; Charles and Judy Burkett; and
Deanie Parker, past president of the Alumni Association.
Third row, from left: Honorary Alumnus Dave North;
Honorary Alumnus Michael Cook with his wife Jennifer;
Honorary Alumnus Pitt Hyde; and the awards table.
– Photos by Rhonda Cosentino
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Alumni Association
coordinator Jacki
Rodriguez, Barbara Tiscia,
Joe Tiscia, Tiger Life
student Lillie Riley and
UofM Veterans Resource
Center employee Chris
Fears at the University’s
Veterans Day ceremony.
Inset: Barbara and Joe
during their college days.

FAMILY AFFAIR
By Joe Tiscia (’63)

When I started Memphis State in 1962, the
University was a much different place. There
was unrest on campus due to the Vietnam
War, and there was racial tension, too. There
was also a modified dress code – no Bermuda
shorts at the time. Students were conservative
in their dress; it was a typical Southern
campus. Freshman English was the washout
course for many, but I made it through that
one.
In 1963, I met a beautiful blonde, blueeyed coed who would change my life forever.
In passing, I thought she was just like any of
the other girls at then-Memphis State. Most
came from the local high schools. Her name
was Barbara Overholser. She was sweet,
perky and fun to be with. We dated off and
on at many of my Kappa Sigma fraternity
and interfraternity events. We just wanted to
enjoy the college experience. And then this
off-and-on association developed into a loving
relationship. I wanted it to be more than a
dating experience. Barbara was not really ready
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for a more serious romance, but eventually
she came around. We eloped with another
couple down to Florence, Ala. It was a onestop wedding event: blood test, shop at Zales
for a ring and off to the justice of the peace.
We were married. It was kind of scary – one
girl, one boy, together for the rest of their lives.
Now 49 years later, we are still together. Our
commitment has lasted through a wounded,
broken vet returning from the Vietnam War to
Barbara bringing me back to the world.
If it were not for attending this great
University, we would have not met and
enjoyed almost 50 years of raising a family,
lifelong friends from our time at Memphis
State University, traveling and just letting life
take care of itself. We still enjoy going to Tiger
events. My biggest and most rewarding event
came on Veterans Day 2014. I was invited by
the Alumni Association to speak at the Veterans
Day ceremonies on campus. It was a great
day with Barbara beside me, and my fellow
Marine vets from the local Walter K. Singleton

Marine Corps League at the podium. The
Alumni Association did a great job, and I am
forever grateful to alumni coordinator Jacki
Rodriguez for arranging to have me speak and
for making us welcome.
My only regret is not graduating. It was a
tumultuous time in the ’60s. We left school, I
was drafted and when I returned from the war
I just wanted to start my life again with the
girl I loved. I am grateful to the University and
the lifelong friendships I have made there. We
love the University. Blue and Gray run through
our souls.
Are you a University of Memphis alum
who has great stories to tell about your days
at the UofM? We’d love to hear from you for
possible inclusion in a future magazine. Email
Greg Russell at grussll@memphis.edu for
more details.
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THE INVESTITURE of
DR. M. DAVID RUDD
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Dr. M. David Rudd was invested as the 12th president of the University of Memphis
on April 17 in a ceremony in the Michael D. Rose Theatre. A reception followed
in the University Center. Among those pictured at the afternoon of events were:
1. Shelby County Mayor Mark Luttrell (center) with UofM supporters; 2. Gov. Bill
Haslam; 3. Dr. Loretta Rudd, Dr. M. David Rudd, Gov. Haslam and R. Brad Martin; 4.
Dr. Sylverna Ford, dean of libraries; 5. Mr. and Ms. U of M, Johnny Holmes Jr. and
Mary Garcia; 6. Rudi E. and Honey Scheidt; 7. Dr. Rudd takes the oath from Gov.
Haslam; 8. University Counsel Melanie Murry and Dr. Rosie Phillips Bingham, vice
president for student affairs; 9. Dr. Rudd with friend Fernando Macias; 10. Nicholas
Rudd, Emma Rudd, Dr. Loretta Rudd and Dr. M. David Rudd. (Photography by
Rhonda Cosentino and Lindsey Lissau)
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MEET MARIO

Mario is a senior in the Loewenberg School of Nursing at UofM Lambuth.
The idea of helping people in need stirs Mario on a deep level and
always has. While carrying a full nursing course load, he makes time
to volunteer with HUB club, a Helping Us Build program that gives K–12
students a place to learn and play that’s safe. The children Mario has
met through this program have changed him forever. He can’t help but
be moved by kids, who have been through traumatic experiences, but
always find a way to smile and make the most of every second of life.
With a heart for helping people, Mario has found the perfect career path
at the UofM. Annual gifts enhance the learning experiences for students
like Mario, who are driven to give back. Your gifts set our students on
the path to leadership, greatness and a higher purpose—all the while
bettering our community.

Contribute to the success of students like Mario.
Invest in Memphis. Make your annual gift today at
memphis.edu/give or call (901) 678-3953.

Driven by doing.

Regional CLUB Spotlight:

NEW YORK

Maegan Ratliff (BSEd ’08) works for a large not-for-profit healthcare system, directing nutrition
and wellness services. While at the UofM, she was actively involved throughout her entire
student career. She was named Miss University of Memphis, was elected Student Government
Association president and served as Frosh Camp activities director. It was only natural that she
continue a leadership role with fellow Tiger fans by volunteering to serve as president of the
New York Alumni Club. “I wanted to get involved with the New York Alumni Club to continue to
share my college experience with fellow alumni,” she says. “I want pieces of my perfect college
experience to go on forever.”
The club is a home for University of Memphis alumni and Tiger fans to get together, even
hundreds of miles away from the campus. Events include Tiger watch parties and other local
athletic events. Members also like to support each other’s personal achievements and attend
events together, such as Broadway plays. The club is always looking for new ideas and new
members to welcome to the group.

Maegan Ratliff (BSEd ’08)

Visit www.memphis.edu/newyork or contact alumniassociation@memphis.edu for

President, New York Alumni Club

additional information. ‘Like’ the New York Alumni Club on Facebook for upcoming events at
facebook.com/memphisnewyorkalumniclub.
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FLASH

BACK
CALLING ALL TIGERS:
The legacy of Pouncer stretches back to the
late J. Wayne Johnson, a 1964 alumnus who
originated the role. He had the first Tiger
costume made in 1960 and assumed the

role for the next three years. Since those early
days, the mascot has evolved from a fierce
jungle cat to the friendly, cartoon-like Pouncer who roams the sidelines at Tiger games
today. During the Tigers’ 2008 NCAA run to
the national championship game, Pouncer
finished second to the Stanford University tree
as favorite mascot.
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1960

Dr. Walter R. Bodine (BA) wrote the book
How Mesopotamian Scribes Learned to Write
Legal Documents: A Study of the Sumerian
Model Contracts in the Babylonian Collection
at Yale University.

1969

William Franklin Jordan (BBA) is serving
as president of the Mississippi Municipal
Court Judges Association for 2014-2015. The
organization is the largest association of judges
in the state. Jordan is municipal judge for the
town of Utica, Miss.

1970

Donald E. Godwin (MS)
was selected for the
2014-2015 Lawdragon 500
Leading Lawyers in America.
He is chair and CEO of
Godwin Lewis, a Texas trial
and appellate law firm.

1971

Dr. Thomas H. Appleton Jr. (BA) is
Foundation Professor of History at Eastern
Kentucky University. He recently co-edited
a volume titled Kentucky Women: Their Lives
and Times.

1976

Beverly Fisher (BA) is the author of a Civil
War novella Grace Among the Leavings. More
than 570 people saw the performance of a
play based on the book in May at Theatre in
the Park at Lincoln’s New Salem State Historic
Site in Illinois. The Roxy Regional Theatre in
Clarksville, Tenn., has scheduled a staged
reading of the play for next June.
Jeff Weintraub (BSEd, JD ’81), a regional
managing partner with Fisher & Phillips, has
been included in Mid-South Super Lawyers.

1977

Patricia Simpson Terry (MS) retired from
the California Department of Education as
director of adult education last December.

Laurie Tucker (BBA, MBA ’78) was elected
to the board of directors of Alliance Data
Systems Corp. She will serve on the company’s
nominating/corporate governance committee.
Tucker is founder and chief strategy officer
of the marketing consultancy firm Calade
Partners LLC.

1979

Leigh Ann Dye (BFA) is senior graphic
designer in the UofM’s Department of
External Relations.

1980

Richard Alan Bunch (JD) has authored a
new book, In Dove Light: Poems for the Spirit.
Much of the work in this book reflects his years
of teaching religions of the world, including
Buddhism, Native American, Islam, Christianity,
Taoism, Judaism and Shinto. His last book was
Silence of the Salmon Sea.
Jocelyn Dan Wurzburg (JD) was elected
to the board of directors of the Academy
of Professional Family Mediators, an
international organization of professional
mediation practitioners specializing in
family-related conflicts.

1982

Kenneth D. Mills (BA) was ordained as a
deacon in the Reformed Episcopal Church
in Richmond, Va.
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Patrick S. Finnell (BBA)
joined Group Benefits LLC as
a producer. He is a Certified
Healthcare Reform Specialist
with more than 30 years of
experience in the insurance
and benefits industry.

William B. Jakes III (JD)
has become a Fellow of the
American College of Trial
Lawyers. Membership in
the College is limited to no
more than one percent of the
lawyers in a state or province. Jakes is a partner
in the Nashville firm of Howell & Fisher.

1983

1978

50

Jerry W. Taylor (BA) joined the Nashville
office of Burr & Forman as an attorney.

Vince DeGutis (BBA, MS
’90) was named Memphis
managing partner for Deloitte.
A partner in Deloitte Tax,
DeGutis helps drive growth in

audit, advisory, tax and consulting
services, and helps build business and
community relationships in Memphis and
the broader region.

1984

Bob Johnson (BBA) has joined the Huntsville,
Ala., office of Bridgeworth LLC, a wealth
management firm.
Jody Stephens (BBA), co-founder and
drummer for the ’70s band Big Star,
debuted his new act, Those Pretty Wrongs, a
collaboration with Los Angeles guitarist Luther
Russell. They performed a pair of shows at the
South by Southwest (SXSW) music conference
in Austin, Texas.

1985

Cathy Simmons (BSHE, MBA ’88), chief
compliance officer for Legacy Wealth
Management, was elected president of
the Memphis chapter of the Financial
Planning Association.

1987

Amy Amundsen (JD), a partner with Rice
Amundsen & Caperton, was elected to the
American College of Family Trial Lawyers as a
diplomate. The ACFTL is a select group of the
top 100 family law trial lawyers from across
the U.S.
Vicki Bean (BA) was
recognized as the 2015
National Secondary Division
Art Educator of the Year by
the National Art Education
Association. She also received
the Art Educator of the Year award for the
association’s Western Region, which consists
of a 17-state area. Bean is an art instructor
and Fine Arts Department chair for the
Caruthersville, Mo., School District.
Jerry Newsome (BBA, JD
’91), a shareholder in the Littler
law firm’s Atlanta office, has
been named a Client Service
All-Star by The BTI Consulting
Group Inc. in its report BTI
Client Service All-Stars 2015.
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1990

Kirk Caraway (BA, JD ’97) was named a Top
Rated Lawyer for 2015 in the field of labor and
employment law by American Lawyer Media.
Attorneys are selected based on evaluations by
fellow attorneys and members of the judiciary.
Caraway is a partner in the firm of Allen,
Summers, Simpson, Lillie & Gresham.
Glenda Moore (BPS)
is a Certified Legal Nurse
Consultant. She has 34 years
of nursing experience and
reviews medical-related
cases throughout the U.S.
and Canada.

1991

Dana Bottenfield (MS)
was named vice president of
Human Resources for St. Jude
Children’s Research Hospital.
She oversees all activities
related to hiring and recruiting,
compensation and benefits, and other
employee relations activities.
Andrew Maybee (BSCE) joined Fisher
Arnold as principal of the Bridge and Structures
Department.

1992

Kathy Laizure (JD) joined the law firm of
Dowden Worley Jewell Olswing & John, where
she focuses her practice on family law and
employment law.

1994

Lauren McCown (BA) has
joined Cushman & Wakefield
Commercial Advisors as senior
real estate administrator.
Her responsibilities include
assisting in every aspect of
property management from tenant requests,
vendor and tenant compliance, contract
negotiation and budget preparation.
Jannet Walker (BBA) was
appointed vice president and
deputy eastern sector manager
for Parsons’ Rail and Transit
Systems Division. Her primary
focus is growing rail and
transit business in the eastern United States
and providing leadership in overall operations
W W W. M E M P H I S . E D U
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and sector management. Walker has more
than 20 years of experience in transportation
leadership, including program management
and management consulting in the public and
private sectors.

to the dean of students, and most recently as
dean of students. Morgan earned a master’s
degree in education administration from
Lindenwood University, where he currently is
working on his doctorate in higher education

1997

administration.*

Renee Meeks (BA), principal
of Sea Isle Elementary School,
was selected as a member
of ASCD’s Emerging Leaders
Class of 2015. The program
recognizes and prepares
promising young educators to influence
education programs, policy and practices on
local and national levels. The 46-member
class includes educators from 21 states,
Indonesia and Pakistan, who hold a variety of
roles, including principal, teacher, consultant,
curriculum director and administrator.
Shelley Thomas (BA, MPA ’14) joined
the Memphis Library Foundation, where
she focuses on communications and donor
relations.

2002

John Packard Wade (JD) joined the
Memphis law firm of McNabb Bragorgos
& Burgess.

2003

Freeman Foster (JD) was
appointed to serve as an
assistant city attorney for the
city of Memphis.

Joshua Hood (BA) wrote the search-anddestroy thriller Clear by Fire. The novel is
based on his experiences as a combat veteran
who served five years in the 82nd Airborne
Division, conducting missions in support
of Operations Iraqi Freedom and Enduring
Freedom. He served as a team leader in the
3-504th Parachute Infantry Regiment and
squad leader in the 1-508th Parachute Infantry,
and was decorated for valor in Operation
Furious Pursuit. Hood is now a member of the
Memphis Police Department’s SWAT Team.
Heath Morgan (BS) was promoted to vice
president of student affairs at Missouri Valley
College. He joined Missouri Valley in 2003
and has served in a number of roles including
coordinator of student development, assistant

2004

Ernest Strickland (BPS) was promoted to
vice president of international and business
partnerships for the Greater Memphis
Chamber. He oversees the chamber’s councils,
including international, manufacturing and
logistics.

2006

Douglas Scarboro (EdD) was named
regional executive for the Memphis branch
of the Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis. He
previously was chief learning officer for the city
of Memphis.
Cort Winsett (JD) joined The Pickler Law
Firm’s Collierville location as an associate
attorney.

2007

Jessica Setzer (BA) received
the John B. Farese Memorial
Trial Advocate Award at
Mississippi College School
of Law.

Audrey Scruton Starr (MA) and Jeffrey Starr
welcomed their second child, Emmett James
Starr, born May 8 in Dayton, Ohio. He has an
older brother, Owen, born in 2011. Audrey is
associate director of communications at the
University of Dayton.

2009

Shannon Hayes (BA) is one
of four individuals chosen
to participate in the Chase
Honors program, a partnership
between JPMorgan Chase
Bank and Morgan Lewis law
firm. Participants work and live in Manhattan,
where the future associates at Morgan Lewis
are introduced to complex banking matters.
After two years at JPMC, participants transition
to Morgan Lewis and act as outside counsel
for the bank while still working at the law firm.
Hayes graduated from the University of Virginia
School of Law in May.
*Lambuth University Graduate
Alumni Association Member
FA L L 2 015
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Katie A. Kiihnl (JD) was recognized as a
Rising Star in the area of family law by Georgia
Super Lawyers for 2015. She is an attorney
with Boyd Collar Nolen & Tuggle.

Flocene Strickland Murphy, who enrolled at West
Tennessee State Teachers College in 1928 and was the
UofM’s oldest living alum, passed away in July at the age

2013

of 107. She remained active at the University, attending

Kylie Myers (BBA, MS ’14) joined the tax
staff at Reynolds, Bone & Griesbeck.

Dr. M. David Rudd’s investiture ceremonies in April. She

2014

Alpha Gamma Delta, and was on the homecoming court

was a member of Xi Beta Nu sorority, which became
her senior year. She later became a well-known artist and

Kelly Latiolais (BFA) is a graphic designer
with Sullivan Branding.

taught in local schools for two decades.

continued from page 19
as in the classroom,” he says. “Second, our

and three graduate assistants.

Center for Athletic Academic Services provides

“The structure of CAAS is designed to

resources that help student-athletes grow and

provide individualized support and attention

develop their academic strengths, which will

to our student-athletes with an emphasis on

ultimately lead them to an undergraduate

accountability for their academic progress,”

degree.”

CAAS director Bob Baker says. “We challenge

CAAS requires all freshmen to attend study
halls and each athlete is closely monitored by
a staff of nine full-time employees, four interns

them to become independent learners and to
begin preparing for a life after sport.”
Bowen points to May graduate Tucker Tubbs
as an example of how players can succeed
both on the playing field and in the classroom.
Tubbs, drafted by the Boston Red Sox in early

Tucker Tubbs

diamond, received First-Team Academic AllAmerican honors as well.
“My diploma is important to me,” says Tubbs,

Beth Lee

summer after an All-American year on the

who graduated with a 3.87 GPA. “We hear it all
through school how important academics are.
Most people aren’t going to go pro. No matter
what happens to me in baseball, I will always
have my degree to fall back on.”
For Williams, a two-year starter on the
women’s basketball team, she has an additional
motivational factor.
“My dad had bad health and then my sister
was born with a heart condition,” she says. “At
the age of 1, she had to have special surgery
just to survive. She is my inspiration, my heart.”
Just in at press time, the American Athletic Conference announced academic honors for 2014-15. Memphis led the conference
with five Team Academic Excellence Awards: men’s and women’s cross country, women’s and men’s golf and women’s soccer.
The awards are given to programs with the highest collective GPA in each of the league’s 21 league-sponsored sports. The
women’s golf team, with a combined 3.729 GPA, was the 11th best in the nation for that particular sport.
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She may have many titles — architect, volunteer, advocate, leader,
organizer, citizen, supporter, caregiver, taxpayer, partner, donor —
but they all begin with ...

GRADUATE
Invest in her future. Invest in the future of the University of Memphis.
There is no greater return on investment. Have you included the
University of Memphis in your estate plans?

For information on including the UofM in your
estate plan, or to share that you already have,
please contact the Director of Planned Giving at
901-678-2732 or plannedgiving@memphis.edu.
W W W. M E M P H I S . E D U
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1

2

3

4

5

54

6

1

The Luther C. McClellan Alumni Chapter presented scholarships to Elizabeth Baines (left) and Jonathan Moffett (right)
at the Black History Month closing ceremony.

2

Students participate in this year’s Student Ambassador Board Mudball Tournament.

3

Pouncer celebrates with a pal at his birthday celebration.

4

Russell Copeland Jr. sinks a shot at the Student Ambassador Board Basketball Tournament.

5

Dr. Karen Weddle-West, Dr. Thomas Gettelfinger, Taylor Richardson (BS ’62), Lynda Wray Black (BA ’86), Dean Tom Nenon and
Jim Baker Jr. (BS ’77) at the College of Arts and Sciences Alumni Awards luncheon.

6

Adelyn Shankle (BA ’14), Taylor Oaks (BA ’13), Jessica Jolly and Dr. Erin Willis attend the Journalism graduate reception.
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7
8

9

10

11

12

13

7

Master of Public Administration alumni at the annual MPA Pi Alpha Alpha luncheon.

8

Dean Richard Sweigard presents an Alumni Association Lifetime Membership to Dr. Emma Garrison-Alexander (BSEE ’83) at the
Herff College of Engineering Alumni Awards event.

9

Dean Peter Letsou and Alena Allen enjoy the Law Alumni spring reception.

10

The SAB Mudball Tournament included a fierce tug-of-war competition.

11

Anita Vaughn (BA ‘77, MPA ’82) and Dr. Karen Weddle-West present Dr. Sarah Potter with the 2015 Distinguished Teaching Award
at the Faculty Convocation and awards luncheon.

12

Paige Fehland, Hallie Norman, Emilee Robinson, Michael Barbour, Gabriel Okpah and Prataj Ingram attend the
SAB Basketball Tournament.

13

Members of the University of Memphis Association of Retirees (UMAR) gather for their annual spring picnic.
FA L L 2 015
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IN MEMORIAM

The University of Memphis
Alumni Association expresses
sympathy to the families and
friends of these individuals:

ALUMNI

(Listed alphabetically by decades)
1920s-30s
Emily Ellen Smith Chambers ’38, June ’15
1940s-50s
William John Bartholomew ’56, Jan. ’15
Harvey E. Barton ’54, ’58, April ’15
Verna Dee Bost ’55, April ’15
Lynn Kelly Britt ’50, March ’15
James Robert “Bob” Brooks ’57, ’60, Feb. ’15
Charlotte H. Canon ’45, March ’15
Rev. Joseph Sydney Carnes ’56, March ’15
Jerry Christopher ’58, March ’15
Thomas L. Crook ’49, ’57, Feb. ’15
Hawley Wilson Ingram Jr. ’54, March ’15
Charles Thomas Irvine ’55, ’64, Feb ’15
Othel W. Mendrop ’49, Oct. ’14
Harvey Anthony Mitchell ’53, March ’15
Claude Hunter Nolen ’48, March ’15
William Woodrow Parker ’54, Jan. ’15
Carmen Ann Tarr Phillipy ’53, May ’15
Thomas Russell Rankin ’54, May ’15
Jack Craig Russell Jr. ’51, April ’15
Robert Grady Sheppard ’55, ’58, May ’15
Lucille Wallis ’58, ’63, Feb. ’15
Jo Ann Clayton Webb-McNutt ’58, March ’15
Jim Wesson ’54, Feb. ’15
Patsy Ruth Whitten ’59, May ’15
1960s-70s
Bettye J. Harris Alston ’69, Feb. ’15
Gloria J. Babb ’70, Jan. ’15
Miriam Bornstein Baer ’63, Jan. ’15
Larry Michael Baker ’66, ’69, May ’15
Ouida Gooch Belton ’77, April ’15
Ronald Lee Blackard ’60, March ’15
Olen Edwin Bostick Jr. ’70, April ’15
Thomas Guy Bowie ’71, ’79, Feb. ’15
Carolyn Roberts Bradley ’71, May ’15
James M. Brady ’67, March ’15
Roy Brazell ’72, Jan. ’15
Donna Kay Byrd Bridgforth ’64, June ’15
Stephen Michael Brown ’71, April ’15
Jerry Mallory Bullard ’63, Feb. ’15
Gwendolyn Bush ’72, Feb. ’15
Florence Wolf Calaway ’79, ’82, March ’15
Francis Joel Carr ’74, Feb. ’15
Donald Gene Christensen ’79, ’82, March ’15
Vern F. Chumney ’63, ’65, Feb. ’15
Frances Rebecca Cohen ’75, March ’15
Eugene M. Cole ’74, Feb. ’15
Albert Dean Cox ’78, Feb. ’15

56
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John B. Curry II ’75, Feb. ’15
Jean Whitaker Denman ’76, May ’15
William Joseph Dennie ’64, May ’15
Fred Dixon ’61, ’62, Feb. ’15
Lane “Spencer” Dixon Jr. ’72, March ’15
Anthony Doyle ’72, Jan. ’15
Claude E. Dunstan ’70, ’71, May ’15
Catherine Moore Freeburg ’72, Feb. ’15
Norris Ray Gabriel ’73, Jan. ’15
Dr. Monty Harris Gerbush ’70, June ’15
Danny Goodwin ’64, Jan. ’15
David Henry Greenwood Jr. ’73, March ’15
Helen Haggard ’67, Feb. ’15
Kenneth Hearn ’60, March ’15
Margaret Henry ’77, ’80, March ’15
James Preston Hester ’70, Jan. ’15
Ruth J. Hill ’79, April ’15
Ronald Lewis Ivy ’68, June ’15
Joel Jackson ’74, April ’15
William Hamilton Jakes Jr. ’72, Jan. ’15
Danny Paul James ’77, May ’15
Kenneth R. Jones Jr. ’76, March ’15
James Wyatt Joyner Jr. ’76, May ’15
Barbara J. Koeller ’70, April ’15
Daryl Lee Larson ’76, April ’15
Charles M. Laycock ’70, June ’15
Nancy Simonton Lindsey ’69, April ’15
Alva Litton Mariencheck ’74, April ’15
Michael Martello ’75, Feb. ’15
John Charles May ’73, March ’15
Dr. Kathy Coatney Mays ’66, Jan. ’15
Margaret Carolyn McGill ’68, April ’15
Charles O. McPherson ’65, Jan. ’15
David Earl Mulford ’78, March ’15
Mary Hewes Mulherin ’73, May ’15
Thomas David Murray ’77, March ’15
Darlene Hurt Ogden ’73, Feb. ’15
Larry Bruce Peete ’72, Feb. ’15
John Pierotti ’68, May ’15
Ronald E. Plylar ’69, April ’15
Emily McAllister ’74, June ’15
Nancy May McArthur Porter ’75, Feb. ’15
James Gilbert Powell ’61, March ’15
Frank J. Price ’72, June ’15
David T. Richards ’71, March ’15
Cheryl McCarty Rodgers ’74, Feb. ’15
Kenneth C. Sartain ’66, ’67, April ’15
Ida Prince Schechtman ’75, Feb. ’15
William Charles Shuffield ’68, Feb. ’15
Venita Ann Steppe Smith ’65, May ’15
John Graves Sowell ’66, April ’15
Margaret Taylor ’63, ’66, May ’15
Rhonda Williams Tolbert ’74, April ’15
Helen Reiter Turner ’75, ’78, April ’15
Jeffrey Lynn Tyler ’65, April ’15
Joe Weeks ’66, June ’15
Kathryn “Kae” Werkhoven ’79, Feb. ’15
William Wilbur Willis ’77, March ’15
Bradley Louis Wisler ’71, ’74, April ’15
Robert Wooten Jr. ’72, Feb. ’15
Bob R. Young ’79, ’81, May ’15

1980s-90s
John Donnally Acree ’84, April ’15
James Thomas Appling ’88, Feb. ’15
Janice Miller Ballard ’92, May ’15
Weslynn Bates ’88, March ’15
James Scott Bevis ’88, Feb. ’15
Harriet Catchings Boone ’85, March ’15
Richard Brannen Cassady ’91, March ’15
Joseph Cheshire ’95, ’99, April ’15
Larry E. Copeland Jr. ’97, March ’15
James H. Dabney ’82, Feb. ’15
Dr. James T. Dyrlie II ’84, Feb. ’15
Lee Tracy Embrey ’91, Feb. ’15
Edwin Alvin Erlbacher II ’82, Feb. ’15
Leisa Antoinette Grantham ’81, Feb. ’15
Ronald Irving Green ’81, April ’15
Tye J. Griffin ’91, March ’15
Stephen Chadwick Hall ’97, May ’15
Walter Thomas Hall Jr. ’87, April ’15
Mary Beth Ripple Harpell ’94, March ’15
Ann Michele Orr Herrington ’82, April ’15
Peggy Gardner Kollars ’96, March ’15
William Lewis Lumpkins ’84, May ’15
Barry James McCrory ’92, ’93, April ’15
Beverly Dotson Booth Owen ’83, ’93, April ’15
Elizabeth Park ’89, Jan. ’15
Lt. Terry W. Phelps ’98, March ’15
Carol Brown Purvis ’80, Jan. ’15
Michael Rinehart ’80, Feb. ’15
Kim Michael Roberts ’89, May ’15
Russell Shoup ’98, Feb. ’15
Frances Dixon Speros ’82, Feb. ’15
Nettie Beeson Strockbine ’96, Feb. ’15
Matthew Szatkowski ’94, Jan. ’15
Dr. Sheree Lynette Faulk Watson ’92, ’94, June ’15
Suzanne Marie Adams Yates ’82, Feb. ’15
2000s
Lesley Jennifer Park Gunther Cook ’00, ’04, May ’15
Gerald Maurice Hearn ’00, April ’15
Richard Liptock ’06, May ’15
Dr. Rosalind Renee Martin ’12, Feb. ’15
Earnestine Matthews ’08, May ’15
Colin Barrett Taylor ’11, May ’15
Mark T. Vail ’08, April ’15
Gina Lenora White ’01, ’03, Feb. ’15
Faculty/Staff
Pleshette DeArmitt, April ’15
Art Grider, April ’15
Helen Haggard ’67, Feb. ’15
Robert F. Meek, May ’15
Friends
Jean Lease Deacon, May ’15
Odette Denise Matthews, May ’15
Russel Lee Wiener, April ’15
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GEORGE JOHNSON
BBA ‘70

University of Memphis Alumni
Association Life Member
• President, BJB Administrative Services
• A University of Memphis Athletic Ambassador
• A UofM donor and President’s Society Member
• Member of UofM Board of Visitors
• Served on Presidential Search Committee
• Member of UofM Foundation Board of Trustees
• Sponsors George Johnson Fellowship
Awards presented to faculty and staff for
outstanding performance
• Founded the George T. and Betty Johnson
Graduate Scholarship
• Served on Empowering the Dream
Centennial Campaign Steering Committee
• Funds the annual Senior Luncheon at
Memphis and Lambuth Campuses
• Awards Include:
- 2015 Regents Award for Excellence
in Philanthropy
- 2010 FCBE Outstanding Alumnus
- Meritorious Service Award at
St. Mary’s Episcopal School

BECOME AN ALUMNI ASSOCIATION MEMBER TODAY.
Stay connected and network
with other graduates and friends
of our beloved University.
An annual membership
is only $35 per year.
Visit memphis.edu/alumni
or call 901.678.ALUM
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